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Rebel Cavalry Near Chihuahua.
Chihuahua, Max., June 6. Rebel
cavalry under Colonel Terrazas sent
westward to keep an eye on the federals under Generals Villa and Raba-go- ,
who are riding overland from
Parral, are encamped today at Santa
Isabel, 45 miles west of here on the
Mexican

Northwestern railroad.

Arrested for Smuggling.
El Paso, Tex., June 6. E. C. Llor- ente, Mexican consul here, today de
clared that Information from his
agent was that General Campa
had left his command with General
Argumedo in the south and had come
to Juarez to assist in getting ammuni
tion for the rebels. Liberal officials
In Juarez deny this.
Th MoTtp.nn consul also asserted
that Castillo Herrera, head of the
rebel custom house in Juarez, has
been arrested by American authori
ties at Columbus, N. M., for attempt
lng to smuggle arms across the Inter
national border at that place.
ue-cr-

Girl Slaps Man.
Los Angeles, June 6. Before the
trial of the. Magon brothers and their
for violation of American neutrality was resumed today m
the United States fcstrtct . court,
three young Mexican girls, one of
them a stepdaughter of Ricar1
Flores Magon, were summoned because of an attack they are alleged
to have made upon Peter Martin, a
witness against the Mexican revolu-

tionists.
"
Martin, a former officer of the
army of Lower California, in
the belief of the prisoners and their
girl defenders, was a spy for Diaz.
As he was making his way out of
the court room, "he was met by the
girls, ".,MIss Lucile' Guidera, stepdaughter of Ricardo Flores Magon, and
Misses Helen Luevano and Mercedes
Figueroa, the latter a daughter of
Anselmo Figueroa, editor of the Mexican revolutionary paper 'Regenera-cion,- "
and a defendant with the
Miss Guidera stepped up to
Martin, who had just testified that
while In the rebel army he had given
out secret Information.
"You traitor you coward " hissed
the girl and she slapped his face.
"lib-erale-

Ma-gon-

Bandits on American

Side

Sanderson, Tex., June 6. A posse of
Terrell county ranchmen "led by Sheriff Allen today galloped toward the
border In an attempt to head off Mexicans said to have stolen a herd of
(Continued

on Page Four)

ATLANTIC

ASSOCIATION SAID TO BE
BACK OF MOVEMENT AGAINST
THE DEFENDANT

EXEBROTHERS ON TRIAL FOR SUPPORTERS OF THE CHIEF
MAKE
TO
EXPECT
CUTIVE
NEUTRALVIOLATIONS OF
SHORT WORK OF TEDDY
ITY UNDER DIAZ.
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STATES

SENATOR CHOSEN TO SUCCEEQ
'
HIMSELF IN MARCH OF
NEXT YEAR.

(

1

ELECTION

GOLF.

THEY ARE EXCUSED AND OF 41
REMAINING VOTES VICTOR GETS 32.

f"

I

Senator Albert

R. Fall

j

Reelected to Succeed Himself.

Washington, June 6. Senate: Con
FIGHTERS READY
vened at noon and adjourned at 12:09
p. m. until Friday in respect to the
memory of tho late Senator Nixon of
TO PROTECT CITIZENS
Nevada.
Indian affairs committee recom
mended Gore bill to allow Apache pris UNITED
STATES HAS 1,500 MA
oners of war at Fort' Still to return
RINES READY TO ACT IN
to New Mexico.
CUBAN SITUATION
Convened at 11 a. m., and
House:
resumed general debate on sundry ci
6.
four
With
Washington, June
vil appropriation bill.
American battleships steaming toward
Agricultural expenditures commit Guantanamo. the force of marines im
tee continued its investigation into
mediately available for the protection
drainage division of department of of foreign life and property in Cuba is
agrculture with Engineer J. O. Wright increased to more than 1,500. Alto
'
of Florida testifying.
the battleships Minnesota, Mis
for
asked
$65,000 gether
of
navy
Secretary
and Ohio, the Fourth
souri,
Mississippi
appropriation for expense of marine division of the Atlantic fleet which
expedition to Cuba.
out from KeyrWest late yesterday
Samuel Gofers yi&el jiidicWy put,
Rear Admiral Usher, have 011
under
committee to favorably report Brant- board
nearly 800 marines. These ships
ley's workmen's compensation bill.
should arrive at Guantanamo tomor
row.
The cruiser Praire, which already
has landed 450 men under Colonel Lu
cas, has about 350 more on board. The
four battleships ot the Third division
DUG
NOT
of the Atlantic fleet still at Key West
under Rear Admiral Osterhaus of the
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I0NEY TRUST WILL
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COMMITTEE POSTPONES ACTION
UNTIL AFTER THE FALL
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the movement as an "expeditionary

force" of marines "for tropical field
duty."
A letter from Major General W. P.
Biddle, commanding general of ma,

rines, accompanied the request. It
described the necessity for more motley to equip the marines dispatched to
southern waters and to Cuban stations
a
He said 2,035 enlisted men and 69
had been dispatched. The equipment of the corps was insufficient to
arm the men properly and the war
department 'was requisitioned for pis
tols and emergency field equipment.
General Biddle said 60 rations have
been furnished and $25,000 was needed for ammunition and arms; $15,000
for transportation and $25,000 for
supplies. An added tax on
the existing funds for the marine service, he said, was Imposed by the
transfer of marines from the Pacific
coast stations to replace those who
flagship Washington have nearly 1,000 have
gone south from the Atlantic
marines which could be moved to Cuba
seaboard.
a
Roughly,
day.
in little more than
this places the number of marines imNo News From Oriente
mediately available at about 1,500
June 6. The government
Havana,
and the reserve force at Key West at was without news from Oriente prov1,000.
ince today. No forward movement of
The combined forces of blue jackis expected until the soldiers
ets on all the ships which, however, troops of
relieved
plantation guard duty by
would only be landed In the most
American marines, have rejoined
the
would
pressing emergency, easily
their respective commands and the
swell the total American force availguerrilla corps now being organized
As
men.
able to more than 3,500
has
begun to take the field.
President Gomez Indicated in his
statement last night, the assumption
Rebel Attack Mines.
by the American marines of responCuba, June 6. The rebSantiago,
sibility for the safety of the foreign els last night attacked the Cobre
Genproperties in Oriente will relieve
mines, the firing continuing for one
eral Monteguedo's army of the most
hour, when they were repulsed by
onerous portion of its work and will
No
government
armed employes.
almost
enable that officer to begin
The rebels also
was
present.
force
force
in
a
campaign
immediately
Pun-t- a
.engaged a government guard at
Insur-epntagainst the marauding negro
Cofor
the
place
landing
de
Sal,
It Is estimated that 1,000 Am
were
.
repulsed.
but
bre,
erican marines would be fully equiva-Citizens at Palma Soriano are barlent to five times that number of
the city, momentarily exricading
Cuban regular soldiers.
assault hj the rebels, who
an
President Gomez holies, by forming pecting
to be near in strong
believed
are
the volunteer guard, to relieve the regThe foreigners there have
forces.
that
property
ulars guarding foreign
The telegraphed to their consuls here
they may pursue the insurgents.
begging for protection,
entirebe
to
said
is
Cuban president
vall-ent- e
Colonel
under
columns
The
of
ly In accord with the dispatching
and Colonel Vaillant have re
marines to the; interior for the protecfrom the field. It Is under
turned
tion of foreign lives and property. He
their
stood
plan of campaign proved
that
has informed Minister Beaupre
a failure and that a halt has been
he believes this will be of material
called until a new plan can he perbenefit to quieting the situation.
The United States gunboat
fected.
The Cuban government's responsii)in- - Paducah,
recently stationed at Dai- the
acts
by
ility for any wanton
the Cuero mines last
off
surrectos, however, will not be less nlrl, lay
trouble occurred, reno
as
but
of
night
ened in any degree by the placing
to
Daiquiri.
American marines in the interior. This turned
was made plain at the state departGOVERNMENT SUES ROAD.
ment today.
reLake City, June 6 The first
Salt
the
out
that
Army officers point
ever
filed In this district by the
suit
from
duty
guard
Cuban
lief of;
troops
a railthat they may fight the Insurrectos, government to recover from
In
mail
of
value
the
destroyed
of
road
the
test
ability
real
a
will furnish
federal
in
the
was
instituted
handle
to
wreck
a
of the Cuban government
vesterdav.
Judgment
hp
the situation.
The arms and ammunition President against the Union Pacific railroad for
on
Gomez has requested will be shipped $12,395 with Interest, is sought
immediately to Key West and thence account of losses at Wilklns, WyomThe Watervliet arsenal, ing, in 1905.to Havana.
ofH-cer-

1

sessions,
Manufacturers association, tne
tentatively had, agred to admit twonnrt
associa- - avowed object of this line of question-tioeach
of
press
representatives
inducements
recognized on the floor of cmi ing Dejng to show alleged
a
m'K- - offered Franklin to testify for the
was
it
gress. This, arrangement,
deli-case.
on
Darrow
the
cor iitioii in the
noonro nnhitpltv
-;
ert B. Franklin's- probable telabeiat.ons or that Vody without urn,attorney's
district
essary complications which wish, re tlons with the
and
if the meetings were thrown open f ice and the Merchants'
facturera' association comprised the
limitation.
A conference cf the memheis of 'he, BDject of a searching
committee fiom southern tion of the witness when Franklin
States! resumed the stand today at the trial
states, presided over by United
for alleged
of
of Clarence S, Darrow
Sunders
Tennessee.;
Newell
Senator
open-jilirto
the
,..
tnat
v,oi,i
bribery.
Franklin testified that about two
in of the committee meeting. After
the meeting, Senator Sanders said j weeks before he entered the employhad agreed inf thp MrNamara defense, he had aplUilt UltJ BUUUH "
to Btand togetner solidly for President piled to Assistant District Attorney
Bartholdt w .T. pQrd
for employment. Since
r4.
ittit. n..DUo,!rt
wi,."'"
Franklin
of Missouri, carrying the proxy of Sec his arre8t for jury bribery,
ui
tne
ouicbib
Ixtior
wnaiis
had
Tisitea
he
and
gaid
retary of Commerce
wno conii ana
manuiaiuurmB
those
Merchants'
unions
xf
xtoi
ti,
"
ia.fr'.
rid with the southern committeeman aeg0ciation on two occasions,
to
order
District Attorney Fredericks object
Tho committee was called
Chairman
to the injection of the Merchants
ed
at the coliseum by Acting
Victor Rosewater of Nebraska. It onri Manufacturers' association Into
was expected that no contests would the case. He declared that the' or
com- eanlzation had nothing to do with
be taken up; the work ot the
confined
to
be
the prosecution of Darrow or the
mittee seemed likely
of the witness. The new line
to organization and adoption of rules,
Darrow
Including the question of admitting of attack on Franklin by the
'
an
as
attempt
was
construed
defense
the
to
hearing.
the press
President Taffs managers practi- to show that Franklin had close rela
Colonel tions with those who were s.aid to
cally have decided to invite
Roosevelt to attend the discussions be most deeply inter sted in the prosof the republican national commit- ecution of the McNamara brothers.
Rogers referred to the half dozen
tee during the consideration of conassured
men
be
he
so
that
present at the association's of- may
test cases
on Page Four)

New York, will ship the rides and the
ammunition will he taken from Frankfort arsenal. An emergency appropriaof
tion of $65,000 for ihe
the marine expedition to Cuba has
been asked of congress by the secretary
ot the navy. Mr. Meyer describ-

.

n
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INTO

New York, June 6. Because of its
lack of power to obtain necessary
data, the rrtoney trust investigation
in its main scope will not be taken up
until fall. This announcement was
made 'by Chairman Pnjo of the inves
tigating committee at the opening of
the hearing today.
of the insistence by
"In view
Borne financial institutions, that the
committee is without pow.eT to enfor information,
force its demands
the committee has concluded it is
not advisable to take up the main
until all doubt as to the power
has been removed by the passage of
the bill to amend the banking law,
said Mr. Pujo.
"The bill has passed the house and
is now before the finance committee
of the senate. "It will require months
of painstaking Investigating and preparation, after the proposed legislation
has been enacted, to procure the data
essential to the Inquiry.
"The data must be gathered primarily from the books of the corporations concerned and must .be segregated before witnesses can be advantageously examined. The committee
Is' anxious to avoid exposing legiti
mate transactions and this can be
accomplished only by the plan that
has been arranged.
"The committee considers it Inadvisable In any event to conduct this
economic
Important and
inquiry during the heat and excitement of a political campaign and has
not from the outset conteinplated any
such course."
"The intervening time will be devoted to taking testimonyvon certain
collateral subjects. The relations of
the clearing house association and
the stock exchange to the financial
system and to the increasing concentration of money will he investigated
In the feV sessions that are to be
held before the summer vacation."

SURPRISE

DEMOCRATS REFUSE TO VOTE

rapi-

well."-'veplie-

A

WAS CALLED UP BY
10:20 O'CLOCK AT MEETING
j
j
OF THE SENATE.

i

y

WAS

MATTER

.

Los AngeleB, June 6. Chief Counsel
Chicago, June 6. Although the representation was not complete, a ma Rogers of the defense In the trial of
jority of the members of the republi- Clarence S. Darrow, for alleged jury
can national committee assembled to bribery, caused a sensation at today's
ten-daseries session of the trial by placing Assist
day prepared to enter a
will determine ant District Attorney W. J..Ford.011
of meetings which
what men shall fill 254 contested the stand and subjecting him to a
The sudden
examination.
wata of a total of 1,078 on the floor d-fire
was
to
called
defense
move
the
of
is
when
it
apparently
of the convention,
inspired by a desire to show
order June 18.
is expected to develop tion between federal and Btate govern
This meeting
.
. .
T.W and ments In the Darrow prosecution.
a skirmish between iue
become
which
may
nnneovfilt forces
Bert H. Franklin had a .short time
the
in
foreshadowing
previously testified under cross examhighly Important
line of fighting that will be carrreu ination that his statement of guilt to
intn the convention. The Tatt lead Ford was made at the office of Oscar
ers, according to reports from various Lawler and in' the latter's presence.
to use tneir Lawler then was special government
Ronrcps. had decided
claimed majority of the committee to prosecutor in the special investigation
of
of th alleged nationwide dyanimtc
seat Taft delegates in nearly all
the many contests.
conspiracy, of which the blowing up
TTnttArt
States Senator Boies
of the Times building was said to be
othrose of Pennsylvania and several
part. Ford objected to questions
Taft leaders, expressed eagerness asked the witness as to Lawler's oc
of
to clean up the preliminary work
cupation on the ground that a proper
as
possible
as
had not been laid.
quickly
ofundation
committee
the
Rogers, "we'll
Very
and eet down to the actual work of
Nathun
"stand to lay
on
the
Mr.
late
Ford
today
contestj
place
hearing
s
Mr.
committee
"West
pleaae be
Ford,
foundation.
Virginia
Rrott.
the
New sworn."
man, sent his proxy to Harry S.
on ar
Franklin left the witness stand and
chairman of the
wno. the prosecutor occupied it.
Asked
rangements who will determine
pothe
not
did
occupy
Lawler
whether
hold
it.
will
Ronntor Dixon, leader of the Koose- sition of special federal prosecutor,
a
Mr. Ford replied that he knew it only
velt forces, was ottered a proxy by
committee
member of the national
by heargay,
name he declinel to divulge
Judse Hutton said the court woi'ld
..m that, in view of the position take judicial notice of the fact tlmt
taken by the Roosevelt men regarding Mr. Lawler did occupy the position
ot tne com mentioned. The prosecution objected
the
for to the court doing so. Mr. Ford was
be
Impossible
would
mittee, it
him to take in the contest hearings. asked by Rogers if it was not true he
Wash took Franklin to Lawler's office beThe proxy of S. A. Perkins, of
A. M. Steven- cause of the official position of the latheld
be
will
by
Ington,
son of Denver, pending the arrival of ter.
"The reason I selec ted Mr. Lawler's
William Barnes of New York. MerI
a
former
office," Ford replied, "was because
rill Moeres of Indianapolis,
the law
to
aa
arrived
assistance
Taft.
his
wanted
President
of
classmate
Taft and fact in the case."
today prepared to represent the
Franklin then was recalled to the
men in the Indiana contests.
as
dosed
or
stand for further
On the Question of open
members of the committee to his to relations with the Merchants

(Continued

FALL

AT NIGHT JOINT

Washington, D. C- June 6. With a
large number of players present the
qualifying round in the annual spring
championship' tournament of the Middle Atlantic States Coif association
was played today on the Chevy Chase
course.
The tournament will continue until Saturday afternoon, when
the championship trojihy will be pre
sented.

INVOLVED

MANUFACTURERS

MAGON

Jimenez, June 6. General Huerta's
federal army of 3,000 Is en route today to Santa Rosalia, 4C6 miles north
arrive at
of here, where It should
nine
is
Rosalia
Santa
only
nightfall.
miles from La Cruz where Colonel
Antonio Rojas and the rebel
is reported to be stationed. It
is believed, however, that Rojas will
60
(all back toward Machlmba,
miles north, where the main columns
of General Orozcos rebel army are
gathering.
reached here of a sharp
Word
skirmish near San Juan de Guadalupe in Durango between General
Blaquet and the rebel rorces under
General Campa and General !Argu-medThe federals are reported to
have' driven the rebels westward and
away from Torreon, their objective
point.

?

DEFENSE

ING IN CHICAGO FOR PRELIM-

PREVIOUS

THE

the under do?
that bowls for the
peacemaker.

It's

T

6, 1912.

the annual meeting ot the Indiana
Association.
Democratic
Editorial
The national campaign and the important part that Indiana expects to
play In the Baltimore convention
MEXICAN LOYALISTS ARE PUSH-1N- PO DECLARES SENATOR SANDERS NEW TURN IS TAKEN SUDDENLY have resulted in an unusually large
attendance at the meeting. The editIN THE COURSE OF DAR-ROAT REPUBLIOAN COMMITTEE
INTO THE REBEL
ors will remain in the city three
TRIAL
CONFERENCE
TERRITORY.
days. The big feature of the program
will be a banquet and public meeting
tomorrow night at which Governor
TO
TESTIFY
BE
IIP
FORD
MADE
TAKEN
IS
TO
TREY HAVE 3,000 SOLDIERS CONTESTS
Marshall and other prominent party
leaders will speak.
ARE RE- NATIONAL COMMITTEE GATHER HE IS ASKED QUESTIONS REGARDITHE REVOLUTIONISTS
PORTED TO HAVE BEEN
BEATEN IN DURANGO.

v

INDIANA DEMOCRATIC EDITORS.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., June 6 The men
who work the year round to keep the
democratic party, in the Hoosler
state in good fighting Hrlm gathered
here In force today, at the opening of

PROSECUTOR IS

SOLID

U

LT,
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Santa Fe, N. M., June 6. At a
joint session held In the senate chamber and participated in by 18 house
members and the senate, Senator A.
to
B. Fall last night was
succeed himself In 1913. The democrats refused to vote and were ex
cused on motion of Mr. Holt. The
republican leaders gay that the election 1b entirely regular and that every precedent bears out the authority for such action. They cite In partlcular Lapham vs. Miller In HJnes
Precedent Volume 1, that case being
almost. Identical with this situation.
The house members who. participated
in the session were: Blanchard, Cat
ion, Downs, Goodell, .Hilton, Lobato,
MoGillvray, Montoya, Nichols, Padllla,
Qulntana, Sanchez, Skidmore, Tripp,
Toombs, Tully, Vargas and Young. Att
of them voted for Fall except Nichols,
who was excused from voting.
The democrats of the senate and
the progressive republicans refused
to vote. Senator Evans was absent.
Out of 41 preset .Sccator Fal r'sceiY-e- d
a . clear majority of
32, being
those voting, which was ail that was
required. The session started at
10:20 o'clock, the senate previously
(having taken up and passed House
Bill No 17, the medical bill.
Mr. Miera moved that the senate,
as in joint session, proceed to bal
lot for United States senator. The
lieutenant governor, as before, made
the usual ruling that the motion was
not In order. He was not Sustained.
The ballot was then taken. Mr. Hoit
then moved that the clerk proceed
to take the roll of the house mem- oers present. Again the president ot
the senate ruled adversely, but he
was not sustained, the republican ma-(Continued

on Page Four)

NEW BAGGAGE

RULES

UNDER SUSPENSION
COMMISSION DOES
COMMERCE
NOT FAVOR CHARGING BY
DIMENSIONS.
Washington, June 6. New regulations for the transportation of baggage proposed by nearly every railroad in the United States, which, in
effect, would advance the rates on
"excess," were suspended by the interstate commerce commission today.
effective
The suspension becomes
In
for KO
1
force
continues
and
July
days, pending Investigation.
The new regulation is hot" only ;
sought to amend the excess rates, but
;
to prohibit the carriage of certain
sized pieces of baggage. The proposel
regulations follow:
"On and after July 1 for any piece
of baggage (except Immigrant baggage checked at port of landing) the
greatest dimension of which exceeds
4 inches, there will be an additional
charge for. each additional Inch equal
to the charge for 10 pounds of excess
weight.
;On and after July 1, 1912, no piece
of baggage the greatest dimension
of which exceeds seventy inches (ex-

cepting immigrant baggage checked
at port of landing) will be transported In baggage cars."
The commission Relieves that the
fixing by the roads of the dimensions
of baggage will work an unnecessary
hardship upon travelers.

,

TWO

AS VEGAS DAILV OPTIC

BUSINESS

member and on the gentlemen for
whom be speaks that this Investigation will be thorough and impartial."
Blanchard : -- It lg but fair to give
the uaues of the gentlemen for
whom I am supposed to speak."
Llewellyn j "I decline to answer.
This house knows and the people
know, to whom I refer. The investigation will be open, will be conducted
by small committees and economically. They will be assisted by the best
accountants that can be secured so
that the people might know the truth.
The, investigations will result in the re-

SLOWs

WRANGLING
GOOD
ASIDE
FROM THE SENATORIAL
FIREWORKS THE SENATE IS
MARKING TIME

Santa Fe, N.

M

June

6.

The

fol-

official

business, aBide from
that pertaining to the election of a
United States senator, was transacted
yesterday yby the New Mexico legislalowing

ture:

House
'

Blanchard moved that Senate Bill
No. 179, to made the special order of
today, but this was voted down. It
is the senate finance bill.
House Bill No. 267, by Moreno, an
act to regulate the brands on, certain
kinds of animals, was laid on the table
'
as the Pankey brand bill .already
covers
the
subject
passed,
House Bill No. 244, by Chrisman, an
act defining liquor, regulating the liquor traffic and local option elections.
Including a county option provision,
was takeij up. Various amendments
were offered by the finance committee,
Mullens and Toombs. The most important amendment was to raise the number of voters needed for a local option
petition from 20 to 25 per cent. It was
passed.
A motion of Chaves to lay the bill
on the table and to make House
for House Bill No. 8, the Burg
high license and precinct option bill,
the special order, was carried by a
viva voce vote, a motion to tahe the
Chaves motion being lost 26 to 22.
House Bill No. 262, by Speaker Baca, an act to amend section 2 of chapter 103, of the laws of 1909, requiring
the investment by the town of Las Vegas or surplus funds of the Las Vegas
land grant, was passed, although Rogers and Smith pointed out It was special and local legislation and therefor unconstitutional. The bill pass
ed 37 to 9.
Blanchard remarked that the house
should get down to more important
business instead of making "mud
pies," and moved that House Bill No.
249 be taken up.
Speaker Baca reproved him for using unparliamentary language.
House Bill No. 263, by Speaker Baca, an act to provide for a state record of the incorporation of cities,
towns and villages, was passed 47 to 0.
House Joint Resolution No. 27, by
the committee on investigation, providing for a legislative Investigation
with the assistance of state officers
of county officers, etc., and providing
for paying members $5 a day and expenses was opposed by Blanchard as
unconstitutional, as Involving a possible expenditure of $40,000. He decried the possibility of the taxpayers
voluntarily contributing their
cash and denounced any possible attempt to ask office holders to
"put up" the cost
Llewellyn replied that a resolution
would be introduced by the steering
committee restricting and defining the
duties of this committee and its subcommittees. "Hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been stolen from the
county treasuries of the state. I want
to serve notice now on the objecting
Sub-stftu-

hard-earne-

r

d

storation of ten times $40,000 stolen
from the taxpayers. Nothing revolutionary, nothing unjust will be done
or attempted to be done, no honest
man need to fear this investigation.
We expect opposition from the plunderers of the county treasuries, from
the men who defend them and are
behind them, but that will not deter
us from making these investigations
in the interests of the taxpayers.
This assembly should be as one man
in starting off this great state right."
Catron declared that It la unfortu-unat- e
that this house la hampered in
it work by a state constitution; still
more unfortunate that the members
held so lightly a constitution ratified
by 18,000 majority. He explained the
provisions regarding the legislature,
its pay, the restrictions the constitu-- j
tion places upon It.
Speaker Baca ruled that Catron was
not explaining his vote and ordered
him to sit dlwn. Catron failed to
obey and the speaker called on the
sergeant-at-arm- s
to compel obedience.
Blanchard
A tense minute ensued.
rose in his seat, Catron appeared deLucero apfiant, Sergeant-at-Arm- s
proached him with mace uplifted and
ordered Catron to sit down.
Catron after a moment's hesitation
and a laugh that swept over the
house, relieved the tension.
Rogers said he does not intend to
violate the constitution. He had hoped that action would be unanimous.
If the constitution does not give the
right to make an appropriation at this
time for this purpose, then we will investigate anyway.
Tully In explaining his vote declared
that the house had just passed a bill
giving the traveling auditor skilled accountants for assistants; these will
work under the direction of the governor and he has a strong hand. "Is
this committee to be a mere whitewashing affair, or is. it to have
plenary powers to find men guilty?
As I know nothing of the personnel
I vote
of the proposed
no."

The resolution was adopted 29 to 18.
A motion to adjourn was voted
down,' after the speaker had cried:
"No let us await the assault of the
senate."
House Bill No. 249, by Burg, an act
to regulate the sale and providing for
the Inspection and testing of petroleum oils and gasoline, abolishing the
office of coal oil inspector, etc., was
passed 40 to 6.
lA resolution by Llewellyn
reciting
that whereas there are several vacancies In brigadier generalships in the
regular army to be filled, that President Taft appoint General John F.
Guilfoil of the Ninth cavalry, whose
merltorius service in New Mexico
should have recognition.
House Bill No. 259, by Chrisman, to
amend Section 1, Chapter 69, laws of
1909, a horticultural bill providing for
,
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Perfection
Toaster
Anyone, even a
boy or girl, can
make toast on the

AVFUL
EXPERIENCE
During Change of Life How
Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vege-

table Compound Made
Her a Well Woman.
Mass.
"I cannot express
went through during the change
of hfe before I tried

Natick,
1

Cook-stov-

e

They will not bum the toast, and they
will not burn their fingers either, if
they use the New Perfection Toaster.

For toast Or roasts( isthere is no other stove that
quick and as handy as
For boil or broil theasNew
Perfection Chi Cook- For fry or bake J tove.
HandEvery dealer has the New Perfection 03 Cook-stovsomely finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc
Made with 1, 2 and 3
Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-bluburners.
Cook-Boo- k
Free Cook-Boo- k
also given to
with every stove.
anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost
e.

e.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Eoise, Salt Lake City

1'lnkbam's

Vegetable
I was in such

After threshing out the senatorial
situation and casting one vote for a
I'nited States senator to succeed Albert B. Fall, the senate transacted the
following business:
Senate Joint Memorial No. 6, In favor of pensioning survivors of the
Indian wars, was passed 23 to 0.
Senate Bill No. 192. by Bowman, an
art establishing weights and measures, was passed.

"TH' BLCOMIN' DARBY"
IS WON BY TAGALIE

Com-

pound.

a r.urvous condition
I could not keep still.
My limbs were cold,
I had creepy sensations, and I could not
sWn nichta. I waa
U
finally told by two
physicians that I also
bad a tumor. I read
one day of the wonderful cures made by
Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound and decided to try it, and it has
made me a well woman. My neighbors
and friends declare it has worked a miracle for me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is" worth its weight in
gold for women during this perodof life.
If it will help others you may publish my
letter." Mrs. Marion Sweet Grea-TONo. 1 Jefferson St, Natick, Mass.
Change of Life is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to
so successfully carry women through
this trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

a'HaW

If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Finkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.
compulsory spraying of orchards, was
passed as amended 44 to 0.
.The' house concurred in the senate
amendments to House Bill No. 77, by
Manzanares, for gauging streams, ap-

propriating 2,000 a. year lor that purpose, out of the water reservoirs income fund now amounting to $60,000
and growing at a greater rate than
$2,000 a year. The bill also provides
a penalty for tampering with or Injuring gauges.
House Substitute for House Bill No,
198, an act for the protection of game
and fish, providing tor a game warden
at 1,800 a year, the propagating ot
game for commercial purposes, and
prescribing severe penalties 'for game
law violators one of Game Warden
Gabel's pet ideas, was passed.
A committee Irom the senate, con
sisting of Senators Clark, Miera and
Hlnkle, asked for a "conference on the
Hinkle and the Baca county salary
bills
The reception of the com
mittee was somewhat awkward but

the

speaker

assured it

that

the

house would appoint a similar commit
'
tee.
,
Tully made a forcible plea for the
passage ot the act, calling especial at
tention to the fact that the bill creates
a new industry for ranchers, that of
propagating game for the market. The
bill passed 43 to 0.

THE FAVORITE NOT

IN THE RUN-

NING AT GREAT
LISH RACES.

ENG-

Epsom Downs, England, June 6
W. Raphael's Tagalie, a little favored horse, won the English derby yesterday. W. Newmann's Jaeger was
second and August Belmont's Tracery third. The king's horse, Plnti-deafourth. Tagalie, Johnny Reiff
Two
up, won by four lengths.
lengths separated second and third
horses. Reiff is an American jockey
and rode Richard Croker"s Orby to
victory in the derby of 1907.
Sweeper II., the favorite, owned by
H. B. Duryea, the American, finished seventh among
twenty starters.
Time 2;38
Although Sweeper 11. did a sharp
burst of six furlongs during the
morning, showing splendid action,
the layers were inclined to the field
against the American horse and the
betting lengthened to 1,000 to 300.
The crowd was quite up to the usual for the derby despite threatening
weather. King George and Queen
Mary and the royal party were early
arrivals and received a tumultous re
Richard Croker, whose der
ception.
by candidate was scratched, was at
the track, interested in his entry for
the last race of the day. Tod Sloan
was
here, resuming acquaintance
with scenes of his past successes. A
G. Vanderbilt's and other
coaches,
filled with brightly dressed woman
lined the rails opposite the stand.
The. stands were crowded with socl
ety folk and the heath was thronged
with tens of thousands of holiday
makers.
Tagalie was a 100 to 8 shot, and
finished four lengths ahead of L.
Newmann's Jaeger, 8 to 1. August
Belmont's Tracery, held at 66 to 1
in a splendid final effort, crossed the
line a scant two lengths in the rear
of Jaeger.
Twenur horses started.
Sweeper 11., the favorite, was never
In the running.
Tagalie, a rank outsider in the
betting, won the 1,000 guineas stakes
at New Market May 3. By capturing
the blue ribbon turf event today, the
filly earned for her owner $32,500
had to
The course that the
make was about one and a half
'
miles.
start
from
race
was
It
Tagalie's
to finish. ; Ridden with consummate
judgment by Johnny Reiff, the filly
Jumped off in the lead followed by
Orchestrlan, ridden by another Amer
ican, Milton Henry, White Bta- and
tbe
king's
Javelin with Pintadeau,
entry, Sweeper II., the America favorite and two others some Jistaiicp
behind.
Rounding Tattenham corner Taga
lie led by half a length, with the
field in much the same order as they
got away. Two furlongs from home,
the filly, still traveling m splendid
form, had the race at her mercy.
Tracery came through the ruck with
a rush, but Tagalie made the re-.

The house tabled senate substitute
e
for Senate Bill No. 30, the
slavery act 25 members voting to
table it and 18 to consider it An effort of Llewellyin and Rogers to recon
sider the bill, failed.
House Bill No. 218, by Chaves, creating the office of commissioner ot
charities and corrections, was defeat
ed 16 to 22. The bill provided for the
appointment of a commissioner of
charities by the governor at $2,000 a
year and $700 for contingencies. ; The
duties of the commissioner were to
be to examine all state, county and
city penal and charitable institutions.
House Bill No. 240, by Speaker Ba
S, f'cGILL
ca, an act to set forth the duties of
county superintendent of schools and
classifying them, was taken up for
passage. The bill was recommitted
to the committee on steering.
Gives the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells tlow She
House Bill No. 272, by Manzanares,
an act to amend section 23, chapter
Suffered.
22, Thirty-thirlegislative assembly,
Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a comrelating to the sale of property for
some time
plete break down in
delinquent taxes, was opposed by Ro- ago," writes Mrs. A. health, from
McGill,
this
gers, because as he declared, it plac
place. "I was very weak and could
ed a premium on
of taxes. not do any work. I tried different
cvans
favored an amendment to remedies, but they did me no good.
make the interest on delinquent taxes
One day, I got a bottle of Cardul. It
12 per cent
did me bo much good, I was surprised,
A committee from the senate, con and took some more.
Before I took Cardul, I had headache
sisting of Senators Holt, Walton and
McCoy was "received with due cere and backache, and sometimes I would
mony, and announced that the senate cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
had failed to concur in the house and can do all kinds of housework. I
think it is the greatest medicine on
amendments to the senate till that
earth."
delinquent taxes should go into the
In the past fifty years, thousands of
good roads fund and asked for a con- ladles have written, like Mrs. McGill,
to
tell of the benefit received from
ference.
An amendment by Rogers to make Cardul.
Such testimony, from earnest women.
the interest 'on delinquent taxes 20 surely indicates the great value of this
per cent failed, although Rogers de tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
clared that the bill has behind it some
Cardul is the medicine you need,
one who owes taxes on a large tract
We urge you to try it
N. B
Write to ; ladits' Advisory Dept., Owt1.
of land, Manazanares acknowledging
nnoca Medic ine Co..
Tinn.. for X'n;.,
that he was merely the introducer but Initruciimtf, and ChauatuKjira.
bmk. "Home TtvAlnvm
lor Woman," ent in plain wrapper, on request.
not the author of the bill.
anti-whit-
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HAVE YOU EVER USED A

Health is the foundation of all good
The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health, and strength through the pe
riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that It is in no sense an experiment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. It is for
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a comfort and benefit
f
to any woman in
-rsuch
-a
of
need
emedy. Mother'a
J1AOjT!u
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.
BKADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlutt, G.

Stencil
Monogram

looks.
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malnder of the running and won in)
a canter.
PSI UPSILON FRATERNITY MEETS
New York, June 6. Many men noted in politics,
finance and other
walks of life are among the delegates
representing 23 chapters if the Psi
Uplison fraternity at the annual convention of the" fraternity which oien-ehere today in Columbia chapter
house for a session if two days. President Taft, a member from the Yale
chapter, who was to be one of the
speakers, was unable to attend owing
to a previous engagement at the Annapolis Naval academy. The list of
speakers contains the names, of many
distinguished men, among them Ni

0

FOR YOUR LINENS, PILLOW
CASES, FURNITURE COVERS.

5tS

ETC.?

HANDKERCHIEFS,

This is the easiest, most convenient and desirable method
for monograms the uniformity thus obtained Insures a distinct
individuality impossible by any other method.
We now have

your nwrwanani
iti three styles and are prepared to supply ' you with any
SPECIAL design you may wish.
We also have a full line of stamped linens, "Royal Society"
goods, Art goods and Embroidery thread of all kinds.

VISIT OUR ART DEPARTMENT
and inspect the most complete line in the city.

Laa Veaa'LoadinS'toro

&.$d$enaa&tf& Son
Established

South Side Plaja.

1862

d

cholas Murray Butler, president of
Columbia, an alumnus of the ColumJohn C. Spoon-e- r
bia chapter;
of Wisconsin, who is an alumnus
of the chapter of the University of
Wisconsin; Herbert L. Bridgeman, the
journalist, from the Amherst chapter,
and Isaac F. Russell, chief justice of
the court of special sessions, New
York University chapter.
ARKANSAW TRAVELERS MEET
Hot Springs, Ark., June 6. The

11

ROUND TRIP SUMMER

PUEBLO, COLO. $11.90'
,

ST. LOUIS,

COLORADO

SPRINGS $13.70

DENVER $16.60

,

MO.

ST. PAUL, MINN $45.30

$40.30

CHICAGO, ILL

$46.30

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.

Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
Travelers, as the Knights of
the Grip of this state are commonly
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return
'
called, are gathered In this city In
limit October 3lst, 1912.
great numbers to attend the annual
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date of
convention of the state organization
sale to many points in East.
which opened here today for a session
extending over three days. The businessmen and citizens In general of
NEW YORK, N. Y. VIA STANDARD LINES $75.30
Hot Springs have given the travelers
a royal welcome and have made elabVIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES $72.30
orate arrangements for their entertaininment. The opening day features
For further information call on or write.
clude a big parade, the welcoming
exercises late in the afternoon and a
grand ball In the evening. Tomorrow's
D.
BATCHEOR, Agent.
great feature will be a spectacular
Mardi Gras parade in the morning
athletic games in the afternoon and
a special vaudeville performance In
the evening. Saturday will be devoted to a business meeting and the election of officers and sightseeing In the Georgette Madill, and her niece, Miss almost Invariably attended. This
Elizabeth N. Allen, who were among ceremony has been observed ever
afternoon.
the survivors of the Titanic disaster. since by the Emperor of Austria.
They are braving the dangers of the
KANSAS SUMMER SCHOOL
deep again for Miss Allen's marriage
Each age of our lives has Its Joys.
Lawrence, Kan., June 6. The first to Dr. James Mannell, a London
phy- Old people should be happy, and they
half of the summer term at the Uni sician".
will be If Chamberlain's Tablets are
'
taken to strengthen the digestion and
versity of Kansas, opened today with
keep the bowels regular. These taba large enrollment of students among
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
lets are mild and gentle In their acthem many teachers from intormC' by local applications, as they cannot tion and
especially suitable for people
reach
ear.
diseased portion of the
of middle age and older. For sale by
diary and high chools, in vrtIous parts There the
to cure deafone
is
only
way
close
will
all
half
dealers.
of the state. The first
ness, and that Is by constitutional
on July 17, and the second half will remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an NOTICE
OF PENDENCY OF D.
of the mucous linlast July 18 to. August 7. Tlu entire Inflamed condition
'
VORCE SUIT
University equipment of laboratories, ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
The
is Inflamed you have a rumthis
tube
State
of New Mexico
and
museums, class rooms, library
bling bound or Imperfect hearing, and
In the District Court
gymnasium will be uHed by the stu when it la entirely closed, deafness Is
dents, to whom the state thus offers the result, and unless the Inflamma County of San Miguel
Rosana Pnrin de Wartek,
and, at the same time increase tholr tion can be taken out and this tube
to
hearnormal
restored
its
condition,
rialntlff,
One
efficiency and earning powor.
vs- ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Owe Xo, T411
of the new courses is that in Jour cases out of ten
are caused by catarrh, A
gust In Warlck,
which is nothing but an Inflamed con
nalism, whl(;h Is well attended,
Defendant.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
You, Agustln Warlok, th attendant
VERMONT a. A. R.
for any case of deafness (caused by in the abovo ?ntttlHl caus
f action,
Burlington, Vt June B.The ar- catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's are
hereby nottfM that an
for
mory was filled this morning when Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio. divorce haa bim eomttwwt-.asatttft
the forty-fiftannual encampment of
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
you in the IMstrkt Cvurt tf t
Ovum-t- y
the department of Vermont O. A.' R.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
of
MUrtM
New
vt
nl
was formally opened for a two day
$st
pation.
sesion by Department Commander C. FE8TIVAL OF CORPUS CHRISTI. Moxlco by th Imv j,v
tftottT;
that said plaintiff
M. Perrln of Essex Junction. The atVienna, June 6. Vienna today wit
tendance is quite large and It Is ex nessed the customary elaborate cele divorca on tio
pected that the campflre this evening bration of the festival of Corpus ment, dortton
will bo a great social success. A num- Christl. The festival was instituted cruol and InhumaN umX-- M
H vvjsM
ber of distinguished G. A. It. veterans In 1264 In honor of the Consecrated loss you enter Mf n
v
w
from Vermont and several other states Host and though it is generally ob- your atiHrft,s U tfc' v
hoforw
V. K
th
V
da
are to speak. The Woman's Relief served by Roman Catholics every
Mv
corps and several other patriotic or- where, in no other city is the celebra l?li, Ju.tstupNl XHN
ganizations more or loss affiliated with tion of such a splendid character as you by Mmi,
the O. A. R. are also holdlnjr their an in Vienna. The custom for the Em
nual gathering here.
peror of Austria to take part in thoi
-
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TITANIC 8URVIVOR TO MARRY
New York, June 6. Among the passengers who sailed on the steamer
Baltic from this port today were Mrs.
E. Edward Ribert, her daughter, Miss

teenth century by Ferdinand II., who
by his presence succeeded in puttlnjt
a stop to the conflicts between Cath-ol0 an(j Protestant mobs, with which
the ceremonies in those days were
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months ago large salmon fishing Interests of the northwest were securIN
OF
ed and more recently the fish trade
of New York City and of Boston was
brought into line. Prior to that time
the enormous fisheries of the Great
lives and property and happiness Lakes and of Manitoba were controllcaused by the floods in the Ohio and ed in a large measure by the Booth
'
HALL
could Interests which also were well repMississippi valleys in April
have been prevented.' and a recur- resented on the Gulf of Mexico. The
rence of such a catastrophe can be Armour Interests deny control of the
REPUBLICAN avoided. The TJnlted States govern- fisheries company although personal
TO
DELEGATES
Half the time in traveling one !
GATHERING WILL FIND 11,189
ment should undertake the work. The counsel of J. Ogden Armour Is said dragged at such breakneck speed from
SEATS WAITING THEM.
control of the Mississippi river and to be a dominant factor in the com- one point of interest to another that
one hasn't time to button one's shoes.
Its tributaries and the prevention of pany.
'
The other half of the time one goe)
Tunnel to Build Up a City.
Chicago, June 6. The seating ca- floods is a great work in which Ib
mad from enforced inactivity.
ChiIn
How satchels full of hard, cold cash nearly two.
needed the
of the nation
pacity of the great coliseum
Our
weeks in Japan was on
cago has been Increased for the na- with the states. It is true drainage were handed out to farmers in pay- frenzied flash of
at which
will
tional republican convention that
does not appear In the constitution, ment for their farniB to conceal for we worked twelve hours a day.
open on June 18 and which promises but the words 'regulation of Inter- a time the identity of the purchaser, Charles was obsessed with a grim de
to be the moBt notable since Civil state commerce' do appear, and in- the sums running Into hundreds of termination to "do" all that was to bt
done. At the end of the third day 1
war times In the crowds assembled terstate commerce means navigation thousands, was related In Chicago af- was
perfectly willing to take tot
and in the keenness of the contest. and navigation means river regula- ter Rex Croasdell of the Canadian
granted every other Shinto temple and
and
Northern
anThere will be seats for 11,189
tion and control from the very source
railway made the final
cherry tree and stone lantern in Japan.
Not until the ninth' day did th
for those ho can elude the police- to the mouth, Including all the tribu- nouncement that work on the tunnel
men there also are the trusses and taries; and such river regulation and through Mount Royal into the heart worm turn. I had been trying to hint
some time that 12 hours
girders where during conventions of control logically means also the re- of Montreal, which estimates claim atactfullyoffor
day
steady sightseeing waa ne
leesg Interest men have taken their straint .of the flood waters as a de- will cost $25,000,000, would begin next more
enjoyable than 12 hour a da)
chances with bluecoats and the law structive agency and their restraint day One melon farmer for his small of
,
that' one needed
of gravitation to hear and see from with a view to turning them inta a tract received $117,000 in currency time In between to assimilate lmpret
and he and his wife executed their slons; but my subtleties fell on deal
lofty perches. The day that the beneficial agency."
ears.
defd on the spot.
i
Business In South America.
building was turned over to Sergeant-at-Arm- s
The eighth night we passed In I
After paying begau it was rushed
"William P. Stone, hundreds
The business horizon of Chicago is
a complicated form
of men were get to work tinder direc- extending rapidly southward as one but not one of the French habitants Japanese sleeper,
of torture not easily described. W
went
on
back
his
tion of an architect who had design- result of the Panama canal construr.
bargain. The new dragged ourselves out at 6:30 In th
ed the seating arrangement and the tlon, several large delegations of values which the tunnel will give ihe morning after a sleepless night of tor
work begun on the necessary chan;;es manufacturers and merchants which former melon farms when electric ment, and began our weary round ol
and construction. Everything will went to Inspect the canal thus gain trains put them within six minutes sightseeing. It waa at 6:30 that even
tarn-eelbe In readiness, It Is said, by June 14, inr a personal knowledge of business o? the heart of Montreal are expected ing that the worm, which was I,
to pay most If not all of the enorwith the windrows of seats filling and social conditions' in
I was hungry, tired, cold, wretched,
tie main floor and the balcony. Tne
countries that has quite changed mous expense Involved in driving the bedraggled, with every nerve cryln
new arrangement makes provision for the general attitude toward Latin tunnel through rock and buying right out for shelter; a hot bath, deal
seating delegates and others as fol- America. The awakening has spur- of way in the heart of a congested clothes and bed. The wind, which at
lows:
red both commerce and investments, city. The Mount Royal suburb is ex all times blows bleak and dust lades
in Japan, had been tugging all day al
1078 'the
Delegates' seats
packing Interests began invest- pected to be to Montreal what Ev- - my hat and hair. When Charles said
anston
to
1079
is
seats
Alternate
Chicago and the Bronx we would now visit the Sacred Island
ing in packing houses In Argentine
400 several
Press seats
years ago and now their in- is to New York. It will conform to I replied:
3500 terests are enormous. The coffee and the very latest in everything Includ
"We will do no such thing. We wlE
Guests, mala floor
3200 rubber
Guests, balcony
exports of Brazil have attract- ing a commission form of govern' now go back to the hotel and havi
ment. "The work of creating a new dinner and go to bed."
1932 ed
Platform
many millions to that country and
we did.
It Is of peculiar Interest that there recently Murdo Mackenzie, for years city to pay the terminal expenses And
We are now on shipboard, five dayi
which
avoid detour around Mount
will be vitnessed the Roosevelt-Taf-t
head of the American Stock Growers'
out from ' Yokohama, with the usual
convention under the same roof es association, bought and stocked
an Royal has been in the hands of Col- contrast of nothing to do except crltl
sheltered the convention four years empire in Brazil. Now a syndicate onel A. D. Davidson who Is known as else our
Some time I am going to write i
ago where Taft was the avowed can- from Chicago Is going to build a i.ew the 'father of the American Invasion'
because- he set going the settlement realistic account of Japan to offset th
didate of Roosevelt. Since that time city, capital of one of the fedo-f.tInnumerable
sentimental accounti
may notable events have taken place states of Brazil, and in the process of the fertile lands of western Can that are in circulation. The first reve
in the coliseum, national conventions are expected to profit enormously ada by Americans," Mr. Croasdell latlon I shall make Is the
fact, whlci
and expositions that have attracted from the franchises and real estate said. "The Canadian Northern has the Lafoadlo Hearn enthusiasts all ig
people, and wonderful exhibits from operations. C. B, Holmes, formerly had to make extensions at the rate nore or overlook, that 97 per cent ol
many lands including land shows president of the Chicago City Rail of a mile a day for the last fifteen the Japanese populace have colds ii
which did much to stimulate the way company and head of the syndi years in order to keep In touch with their heads and sniffle.
sentimental gush', as yot
"back to the farm" movement, expo- cate has arranged with an expert the development the settlement has The usual
Is this: "What wonderful lit
sitions of office supplies, automo- real estate valuator, W. R. Holton of brought about, and this Mackenzie- - know,
tie people the Japanese are!
Yoi
will
touch know, they don't heat their houses
biles, electrical devices and of many Chicago, and a mining
expert to Mann transcontinental
other things. Annually it has been leave' for Brazil to prepare estimates both oceans next year. ' The tunnel the bathe all the year around In tin
the scene of another important event. and reports by which several thousand will be very much like the Pennsylva open air, and they- - wear the earn
clothes summer and winter 1"
acres will be platted, graded and nia tube under Manhattan and trains
They do. And they all sniffle.
where the new "turns' were put on paved. The city is in the heart of will be operated at a speed of 50 to
I will try to explain the Japanos
to hold the small boy In perennial the diamond district and it is said 60 miles an. hour. The tunnel work Idea of physic
comfort. You arrlv
subjection.
that in the adjacent counties the will be pushed nlghl and day '; and at a Japanese hotel for luncheon. Th
To Stop Flood Damage.
known deposits of diamonds and oth- meanwhile the new city will spring Bmillng proprietor and his staff greet
Whether Uncle Sam shall act with er gems amount to over $100,000,000. up on farms that made'' Montreal you with a dozen bows apiece and
of their . breaths. You an
decision or merely temporize In Three railways, it is Baid, are now melons famous."
ushered into a frigid mausoleum
checking the devastating river floods building to this terminus. In spite
which Is the parlor. In half an houi
SOUTH DAKOTA G. A. R.
an din draining the overflowed areas of the disturbed conditions In Mexico,
luncheon will be served.
In thl
S.
6.
D.,
Mitchell,
dec
June
Gayly
was the theme of historic debate dur- it is said that there are more purmeantime you pace up and down and
in
orated
the national colors, Mitchell wish you might discover a mirror or I
ing the conference in Chicago of the chases than sales of Mexican propexecutive committee of the National erties, particularly In the southern presented a patriotic appearance to washstand or a place to powder youi
in honor of the civil war veter- nose.
Drainage Congress which has tackled states which are outside of the ter- day
Is anything lacking to your honor
ans
and their friends who have gaththe big problem. The comprehensive rorized districts. American buyers of
able comfort and pleasure? Ah, II
ered
.here
from
of
state
all
the
parts
reNewlands
embodied
in
the
bill, mahogany and other hard woods
shall be at once attended to! Suiting
plan
the principles of which were endors- cently have made large Investments for the annual encampment of the the action to the word, the proprtetoi
Grand Army of the Republic, depart- ceremoniously bows himself out. Soot
ed by the congress in April, has been in Central America.
ment of South Dakota. The gathering a damsel in kimono and wooden sanadvocated vigorously by several mem-tier- s
Chicago Banks Independent.
will continue three days and will in- dals shufilles into the room, knocks
committee hut other
of the
Although the deposits of Chicago clude the annual sessions of the sev- her forehead three times on the floor,
members have held that belond large
and triumphantly
banks now exceed a billion dollars eral bodies
affiliated with the G. draws In her breath
expenditures for certain phases of no central power is seen to control A. R.
places a sprig of cherry blossomB 1b
'
a yellow vase!
the reclamation work the drainage as one is
alleged to do in New York.
The chief difference between homi
congress had nothing to ask. Sena- Of the 70 state and national banks,
CHIEF EVENT OF THE DAY and Japan seems to be this: When
tor Newlands, whose bill provides the 19
our old crabapple trees and Thomp
have, deposits of $10,000,000 and
steps which would store more each
ranging from that figure Pasting of the Milk Train, Not Charge son's two cherry trees bloom we re
mark: "How nice!" and go out and
The
of Bull, Caused Young Farmup to and above $170,000,000.
Bnlff at them enjoyably
on Sunday
mt
"MWfl
In
the
shown
west
is
er's
of
Haste.
the
growth
afternoon and bring in a spray for th
112
fact that bank deposits increased
table. When two cherry trees bloom
In
New England the passing
In Japan the mikado declares a naper cent during 1910 and capital ex of a rural
ia still a matter
train
railway
panded 164 per cent. The surplus of public. Interest
to tional holiday, the whole nation goes
quite
astonishing
and undivided profits ' show an In visitors from the city. Last summer en fete; the schools are dismissed,
crease of 160 per cent. Several of three ladies from Boston hired an processions are held day and night;
poets with fillets In theii
the biggest banks have affiliated with abandoned farmhouse in northern Japanese
hair
up and down the land,
charge
the large banks of New York but New England, in a region devoted to chanting their, verses, and 600 Amei
warm
One
dairying.
August
they
day
there 'are still others, among which walked
lean tourists photograph the phe
through the rocky pastures nomenon.
the National Bank of the Republic Is 'to a farmhouse
three miles' distant,
We landed in Tokyo in the midst cd
cited as a notable example, which in quest of a two weeks'
supply of one of these festivals
on a typically
of
eastern
are
butter.
entirely independent
All
. Used By
while
raw
bleak,
day
gusts of chill
enOn learning that they had come
interests and hold to a policy of
rain and wind swept the streets. A
Dressmakers
wife
the
the
farmer's
fields,
through
western
with
development
couraging
concourse of mad poets, school chilyou can't bo back
western money. Progress is being exclaimed: "Why,
and Women of Taste Who
that way alone f Our bull's out there dren, runners, wrestlers and other suwere lugging a Shinto
made in the movement to curtail the In the back
Make Their Own Clothes.
lot, and only day 'fore pernumeraries
number of private banks which re ylst'day he treed my
on a temple through the streets, dancing
and chanting around it and inditing
port to neither state nor federal au stun for two hours. I'll have him go
MRS. H. SADOWSKI
peana of praise. They all looked blue
home with you."
cases
in
have
and
many
thorities
OF NEW YORK
and half frozen. And they all coughed
some
With
on
the
part
misgivings
and
shams
been found to be empty
or sniffled.
of the women, the little procession
Representative of the manunot properly banks at all.
In the evening we saw a geisha
facturers of Ladies' Home
started back under the guidance of
dance. I am glad to have seen it. ,1
with
will
be
the
us
Journal Patterns,
young man, the ladles carrying am sure the first
thing every woman
Another great fisheries region is the butter. All went well till they I know who has been to Japan will
on the hook of the alleged fish trust had gone about a quarter of a mile, say when she sees me la: "Oh, my
when the escort suddenly called, ex'
JUNE-- 7
of Chicago, the announcement being
"Come on!" and started on dear, and did you see the geisha?
citedly:
Wasn't the dancing perfectly fascinatmade In connection with the financ- a run toward higher ground.
Bring her your pattern and
ing? The most charming thing, I be
Co.
You'll
Booth
that
of
Fisheries
the
the
understood
ing
dressmaking problems.
Thinking that they
In Japan! But then, of course,
lleve,
of
occasion
his activity, they needed all
be welcomed.
the Newfoundland salt water fish
is charming, Isn't it?"
of
Japan
business is well under Its control and no urging to follow him. On and on
I can reply, yes; I saw the geisha.
buttheir
sped,
they
throwing
away
that concessions from the Canadian ter as an
Aside from that satisfaction I don't
Impediment to their speed.
BACH ARACH BROS.
government have been granted. It Is Finally, bathed In perspiration and know why one should care to see
believed that the concessions In- gasping for breath, they sank ex- them.
Imagine a line of shuffling bolsters,
clude an exclusive one for bait, which hausted on a rocky ledge whither
a sash around the middle of each,
with
never before have been sold to for- their guide had led them.
sliding out upon the stage on end and
waved
he
his
above,
Standing
just
said
made
are
Contracts
eigners.
one deliberate, silly posture
in a dramatic gesture toward the striking
:ij to grant water power and 20 square arm
a side line of im
a freight train after another, while
where
below,
rnlley
on
objects, Beated
passive
miles per each plant built, there be- tould be seen
out
crawling slowly
comb music and emit
the
floor,
twang
cold
in
for
from
addition
between
storage
plants
In
a
and
cleft
the
ing
hills,
shouted: "There she goes the milk; spasmodic scaterwauls and you have
a governmental refund of
the
geisha. Chicago
A few train!" Youth's Companion.'
of all
'
moneys expended.
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ROOM
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up the surplus waters In freshet seariver transportation,
son, Improve
check soil erosion and afford drainage of the greater areas of overflowed lands, stated his views vigorously, saying: "The great loss in
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IT IS ALLEGED STEAMSHIP COMPANIES ARE HAMPERING
TRADE WITH BRAZIL.

flic HE LIN
TIRE PRICES

,

Reduced

New York, June 6. The national
t
government filed a civil
suit in the federal district court here
today against steamship Interests alleged to have monopolized the transportation of passengers and freight
between the United States and Bra-zlanti-trus-

Effective May 30th

L

sight-seein-

steady-feasting-

,

fellow-passenger-

-

ed

,

Mfc.

Sweeping charges of granting rebates, fixing arbitrary and unreasonable rates, and entering Into conspir
acies, combinations and agreements
in violation of the Sherman law are
made against the Prince line, limited,
the Hamburg lines and the proprietors of the Lamport and Holt line.
For five years, the government
avers, these steamship lines and certain of their officers or agents, named
as individual defendants, have combined and conspired to destroy ail
competition in the traffic between
the United, States and 'Brazil.
Through the instrumentality of traffic and pooling agreements and conferences for concerted action, it Is
charged, dates of sailing have been
apportioned, profits divided, fr.Vght
rates fixed and discriminations leveled at shippers who refused to patronize the defendants exclusively.
The court is petitioned to declare
the iMeged combination a re.a.'.r.t
Oi tMle in violation of tho Sherman
law and t forbid the vesselj of tte
entering or cleannj any
port of the United States as long at
tnj cotitracts, agreements and pvac-t'ce- s
of which the government explains are continued. The goeru-tuou- t
applies for a, aeries of functions ;.iohiblting all par'103 concerned from granting rebates or
bonuses and from fixing rates and
eliminating competition among themselves or destroying the efforts of
rivals. An interlocutory injunction is
sought to restrain the steamship
lines from continuing their alleged
unlawful methods during the pendency of the suit
COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS
CEEDINGS

PRO-

Substantial Reductions on all sizes.
Size

NEW PRICES

34x4
36x4

$33.25
43.75

37x5

Old Prices
535,75
47.25

54.00

5875

THE SUPERIORITY OF MICHELIN TIRES
IS RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD

IN STOCK BY
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

$1,050

FOLLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

OVERLAND MODEL 59

or call and we, will have our demonstrator

Telephone

'
show you.
(Continued from yesterday)
The following accounts against the
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
county of San Miguel, for services as
Judges of registration on the general
election held November 7, A. D. 1911,
Phone Main 44.
were approved and ordered paid and
Whalen, & Fowler Prcp9
warrants ordered issued against the
county treasurer,
Precinct No. 1. Florenclo Esquibel,
$5; Andres Gonzales,
$5; Trinidad $5; Amador Ulibarrl, $5; Felix Garcia, y Gutierrez, $5; Juan R. Abeytia, $5;
Garcia $5.
y Gutierrez, $5.
Gregorio Esquibel, $5.
Precinct No. 7. Dionicio Sandoval,
Precinct No. 2. Eutlmlo Galleg03,
Preclnc No. 12. Antonio Archuleta
Matlas y Flores, $3; Juan Quintana, $3; Pablo
$5; Manuel Martinez, $5; George
$3; Celestino Gonzales, $3;
' '
$5.
A. Sena, $3.
Portillo, $3.
Precinct No. 8. Pedro A. Tafoya,
Precinct No. 3. Enrique Sena, $5;
Precinct No. 13. Maximiano Bus-to- s,
Ponciano Barela, $5; Andres Sena, $5. $3; Sanjil Ruiz, $3; Victor Jaramillo,
$3; Jose Inacio Martinez, $3; Juan
Precinct No. t. Roque Duran, $5; $3.
Jose Maestas, $3.
Simon Lopez, $5; Guadalupe Ortiz, $5.
Precinct No. 9. Tifcfirslo Roibal,
Precincf No. 14. Serafln Archibe-quPrecinct No. 5. Serafln Baca, $5; $5; Pedro Ribera, $5; Jose Varela, $5.
$3; Eduardo G. Gallegos,
$3;
Jose P. Mares, Sr., $5; Juan Florence,
Precinct No. 10. Felagio Arguello, Juan B. Coca, $3.
t:

e,

$3; Manuel

$5.

Precinct No.

6.

Sueano

Montano,

Gonzales,

Precinct No.

11.

$3.

Francisco Garcia

(Continued on Page Seven).
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WHY IT PMYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

'

Nearly

,
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FRIDAY

cross-legge-

one-thir- d

world-famou-

Daily News.

d

R

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
.,
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but
advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a"protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
"

It

'

Always Pays to Buy Advorilsod Goods

LS

Gljc

gaily
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Remit by- - draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
Ve responsible for lose.
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Advertisers are guaranteed, the
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of any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
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NEWS DEPARTMENT

was learned that Representative
had requested members of the
committee favorable to President
Taft to Join In the invitation.
Want the Press Admitted.
Colorado "progressive republicans"
who last night elected a protesting
delegation to the convention, may re
ceive a hearing before the national
committee. The general impression
of the committeemen and convention
officials is that the time for filing
contests having passed, the protest-- ;
ing delegation of Colorado republicans will not be heard by the com
mittee.
In that event It is expected the me
morial authorized by the Denver
meeting will be presented direct to
the convention? 'in whfch case Judge
Ben B. Llndsey',ltone of the delegates,
probably will be the spokesman.
Former ' Senator Dix ot Oho, th
on hanj
Taft contest attorney,-wa- s
when the wtnmlHee met, ready to ar
gue the Alabama contest case u
called. vith;hlmyvere several of the
Alabama Taft delegates. It was not
known whether any contests would
be taken up today. Both sides were
ready to present their cases, but the
had its organization to
committee
perfect and other matters to decide
and the general feeling favored post
tomor
ponement of the battle until
row.
Members as they assembled ex
'
pressed confidence there would be
little debate over the , adoption or
rules for the. committee procedure.
Frank B. Kellogg of Minneapolis, an
of open hearings
active advocatesaid he would not agree to any. rule
not
regarding publicity which did
make the hearings open to press rep,'
resentatives . In general.
defeat
met
Roosevelt
people.
The
J
Ttiey propose
in the first lineup.
that eight should be sufficient to de
mand a roll call. This was defeated
and the number was fixed at 20. It
as decided that .30 minutes should
be allowed, to each side for hearing
state contests on delegates at large
and 15 minutes- - per side for district
...
contests. ..
,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
.05
Par Copy
One Week
.16
On Month
.65
7.60
One Year
Dally by Mall
One Year
$6.00

Bx Montis

from Page One)

of receiving fa'r treatment. The plan
was first made public today and it

Entered at the potoffice at Eat
Lm Vegas, New Mexico, ror truusmi.v
tton through the United States mails
M second class matter.

WEEKLY

TAFT

CO.

(Iocorporaidl
K.

In which
the opposition to
Senator Fall centers, adjourned imthis
mediately upon convening
morning and the committee of thirty
which has been controlling the house
went Into caucus. It being noticeable,
however, that enough of the tliir.y
were missing to throw the control
Into the hands of the republican organization which will now be able
to put through its entire legislative
program before final adjournment
on Saturday, and. to have a ratification vote for Senator Fall, in order
to give him a clear majority of the
total membership of 733. A tumultuous house session is looked for this
afternoon.

house.

SOUTH IS SOLIO FOil

By

..Main

2

Main

9

6. 1912.

SUFFRAGETTE "BOYCOTTING"

.

FEDERAL FORCES

WITNESS FOR DEFENSE
(Continued

occasion of Franklin's
first visit, as the strike committee.
Franklin said he knew nothing of any
strike committee and added that the
men were "all my friends, for which
I thank God."
"How does it come then," asked
Rogers, "that these men who were
your close friends were the prosecuting committee of the Merchants' and
Manufacturers' association, and you
were an employe of the defense?"
Franklin said It was a matter of
business with him, "just as it Is
yours to defend Mr. Darrow."
District Attorney Fredericks made
a lengthy argument against further
questions concerning the Merchants'
and Manufacturers' association. He
declared that the association had no
Interest in the prosecution of the
Darrow case. The objections of the
prosecution were overruled and Attorney Rogers continued grilling. the
witness as to his relations with the
organization which Rogers declared
had been In charge for years
the
fight against union labor In Los Angeles, and which was at the present
time very close to the prosecution in
the Darrow case.

ARE

from Page One)

horses from ranches. It the bandits
are encountered probably a hard fight
will result.
Renewal of the bandits attivity on
this side of the bolder is ascribed to
the withdrawal of United States troops
who had been patrolling the interna
tional line.
N

MAN KILLS SELF
6. H. CI.
Springer, N. M., June
Hotel bar,
Pierson, proprietor
shot himself through the left breast
revolver.
last night with a
death resulting at 3 o'clock this morn
ing. Despondency due to flnanci-.itroubles was believed to have been the
cause for Pierson's ruBh act.
At the time of the shooting, Whicii
took place In the bar, there was an
other man present. He immediateiv
summoned medical assistance but an
examination disclosed that the bul'.et
had penertated the letf lung just
above the heart and that the wound
was mortal. Pierson was conscious
until the end came and expressed no
regret for his act
The deceased came here about a
year ago and purchased the Hotel bar,
He was well liked by all who knew
him. He Is survived by a widow ano
two children. Pierson was 32 years
old. Much sympathy is expressed for
his family. Burial took place today

othe

each.

!
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SOEPLUS, AND UNDIVIDED PtOKITS $35,000
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We have'on

1

;

hand'a complete stock of

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

300 to 600.

At The Most Reasonable Prices

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, June 6. Trading in the
early session of the stock exchange

similar
today was the largest of any
the
diversity
while
week,
period this
of dealings was in keeping with the
copgreater activity. Steel and the
on
movement,
the.
led
upward
pers
anand
trade
reports of an improved
other advance in copper metal. Reading and 'Lehigh Valley were again
were
conspicuous features. Bonds

Get our quotations before buying

LAS VEGAS LUMBER CO.
-

iPhone Main 150

Old Town

29

firm.

Prices fell back with the coalers

Round Trip Excursion Rates

and Harriman stocks selling slightly
Subseclosing.
below yesterday's
Amalgamatfor
bidding
active
quent
ed Copper, which touched 87
failed to elicit much of a response
elsewhere.
The market closed strong. Union
Pacific, the Hill issues, Norfolk and
Western, Amalgamated ana bteei
made their best prices In the last
hour.
Heading, Union. Pacific and
other standard stocks - later
fell back.
The closing sales for the day were
87
Amalgamated Copper
129
American Beet Sugar

California & Northwest

sZbS?"

Atchison

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
United States Steel ..
United States Steel, pfd

.

San Francisco and return direct

35O.O0

Seattle Tacoma & other points

&GOMO

7. .120
110
170
170

.

$45.60

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

107
134
120

Reading
Union Pacific

I

M.

Latest

CAPITAL returns from the primary election

0

Rayumds Caihier
Ant Cashier

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

son-in-la-

New York, June 6. Twin wireless
stations to communicate direct with
London will be built along the New
Jersey coast within a year, according
to an announcement made today by
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph company of America. Options have been
obtained on similar sites at San Francisco and Honolulu. It Is planned to
construct a plant in the Philippine
Islands which will communicate di
rect with the one at Honolulu.
The company will thus be able to
send messages from London to the
Philippines by way of the United
States, relaying the messages by land
wires "from the Jersey coast to San
Francisco. The plants at; San Fran
cisco and Honolulu will., be erected
immediately, the announcement adds.
The first New Jersey station, the
announcement says, will be erected
within nine months near Delmar, up
on a site of 550 acres, purchased today. The second will be erected at
Toms river or Darnegat and will be
tuned to a key different from the first,
so that 'messages to either station
may be received and sent simultane
ously without Interference. The dis
tance from the New Jersey, stations
to London is 3,100 miles. The estimated cost of the plants will be $750,-00-

at-lar-

--

CAPITAX., $100,000

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

The Champ Clark supporters are
talking of Congressman William C.
Redfleld, of the Fifth New York district, fqr Vice President on their tlckr
t Mr. Redfleld
is a resident ot
of a large man
head
the
and
Brooklyn
ufacturing concern. He is' now serv
Ing his first term in Congress.
Among the 'men prominently men
tioned on the Taft side for permanent
chairman of the Republican national
convention is Congressman Augustus
is
Mr. Gardner
Gardner.
of Senator Henry Cabot
for
Other
possibilities
Lodge.
Clar-eno- e
the chairmanship are Senator
D. Clark of Wyoming, who has
occupied a seat in the senate since
Town-sen- d
1895, and Senator Charles E.
Towhsend
ot Michigan. Mi.
served In the house from 1903 to 1911,
when he was elected to the senate to
succeed Senator Burrows.

Wilson's

H.fett

A. Erie Hoke

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

dicate that Wilson delegates will have
over both lists of
TWIN WIRELESS STATIONS WILL a good majority
Roosevelt's pluralClark
delegates.
MAKE THIS POSSIBLE IN
at 12,000 to 15,000 and
is
'
placed
ity
NEAR FUTURE

While the great majority ot Amer
ican women who desire the b&lioi
for their sex are working along dig
rJfied lines, there is a faction or a
percentage which never mlssca an
COMPTROLLERS' CONVENTION
opportunity to do eometnlng that
Rnffain. N Y.. June 6. The an
.will bring' the movemen into ridicule
and disrepute. The latest antic of
nual convention of the National Asthe extremists Is to organize a boysociation of Comptrollers and Ac
cott Of everything made in England, S
counting Officers began in this city
Rosewater Is Chairman.
was
is
..Nebraska
sole
of
that
England
ground
online
today, with headquarters at the Hotel
Victor Rosewater
"persecuting" the dear sisters across elected chairman of the repuDiican Statler. The program covers three
the water by locking them up for de national committee today to serve days and provides for addresses by
stroying property and generally mak- through tha convention. Mr. Rose- Hayor Munt of Cincinnati, Comp
late
themselves.
nuisances
of
the
Represen
troller Prendergast of New York City
ing
water will succeed
There are circumstances under tative Hill of MalAe. The seating or and other prominent munclpal offi
which It is highly Inadvisable' to buy R. D. Howell, who was elected na- cials.
articles made In England or any tional committeeman from Nebraska
BRYAN MENTIONED.
lOther foreign country, if the same at the recent republican primary in
J articles equally good and cheap can that state, was not taken up.
Parkersburg. W. Va., June 6 "If
"be secured in America. Oa Hie other
you can't agree on Wilson or Clark,1
chnntpil fnneressman littlepage at
Candidate.
band, there are conditions un.ler
La Follette Has
to
which It might be wholly excusable
Madison, Wis., June 6. If Colonel the state democratic convention
to do so, though on general print Roosevelt's forces make a fight on day, "Join with all- - of us and nomipies the fewer commodities purchased Senator Root for temporary chairman nate1 that Cicero of the west, William
abroad the better for the trade sit- of the Chicago convention, the La Jennings Bryan." The band had sufuation in this country. But the boy Follette delegates will put up a can- ficient time to play through two
cott based pn the "persecution' cf didate ot their own In opposition to pieces but the demonstration subsidthe English suffragettes Is so absuid him, It was announced here today by ed.
The report of the resolutions comthat it reflects seriously on the fit State Treasurer
delegate- Dahl,
ness for the ballot of those who l'a','e
from Wisconsin. Senator A. mittee instructing the delegates-atBaltimore
at
vote
to
for
Clark
organized the campaign.
J. Gronna of North Dakota, may be large
The English suffragettes h.vve chosen, it is sald as the La Follette was adopted, after the defeat of an
amendment to eliminate all reference
been treated with amazing leniency, candidate.
to presidential candidates. .
in view of the unmitigated and very
nuisances they have
destructive
NEW JERSEY GOLF TOURNEY.
made of themselves. Men who com
AT
Atlantic City,' N. J., June .6.
mlt offenses a tenth part as aggra FALL
are
Inexcusable
Promptly at 9 o'clock this morning a
vated and
punished
It has NIGHT JOINT SESSION large field of players lined up on the
With much greater severity
Country club links in readiness for
become a serious problem as to
the qualifying round in the thirteenth
whether the mildness with which the
annual championship tournament of
From
,
been
One)
have
(Continued
Page
suffragettes
English
the New Jersey State Golf associatreated has not poured fuel on the
- but
firmly enforcing tion., The first match play was startflames of "militant suffragism," and jority politelyed this afternoon, with the
this view seems to be taken by the the motiqns of its leaders.
Mr. Barth was the only one who
to come tomorrow and the final3
Judges who in the most recent cases
his
but
on
the
more
proceedings
Saturday.
against
spoke
the
made
have
punishment
remarks, as he "admitted, probably indrastic.
to
To threaten
boycott English terested him more than any one else. WELCOME GERMAN SQUADRON.
New York, June 6. A local com
courts deal By 11, o'clock Senator Fall had been
because
English
products
held
officer
The
elected.
Is
mittee
to
presiding
offenders
comprising some of the fore
out justice
English
most citizens of the. metropolis has
the height, of nonsense. The "Sons that it reaulred 37 tol elect, but
of Liberty," after whom this latest was overruled and the records show practically completed all details of
crusade.takes its name, boycotted the election of Judge Fall. 'I n; re the elaborate program for the recen-tiois
'and entertainment ot the officEnglish "goods because Americans publican leaders asSt.rt that there
were persecuted in reality. The Eng- absolutely no question as o the le ers, and men of the German naval
lish sense of humor is not nearly so gality of the election and tint Judge squadron that will arrive in New
dull as the Jokesmiths are wont to Fall will positively be seatet in the York next Sunday. Banquets and remake it appear, but if it were even senate under the precedent in vogue ceptions for the officers and a clambake and a visit to Coney Island for
blunter than that, it could not fall in that body for years. The
to see the clumsy Irony of American came as a severe jolt to tho h vise the sailors will be features of the
The jGerman warwomen boycotting English goods be- democrats and to Mr Andres, w'th lefttertalnment.
,
cause window smashers 3,000 miles whom there had been an aiilau-eships will be escorted, from Hampton
diaway are sent to Jail, where they none of whom apparently had . Jig' Roads to New York by the second
ures out Just how the play would e vision of the Atlantic fleet. The ofbelong.
ficers and crews of the American
,
American women have shown their made.
Powerless.
Are
ason
occasions
ships will assist in the entertainment
by
Insurgents
many
patriotism
The democrat and Insurgent repub- of the visitors during their stay in
sisting in building up the home market If they wish to. encourage home licans were unable to get together New York city.
products there is plenty of opportun- this forenoon to checkmate the elec
ity for doing so. But it ought to tion of United States Senator Albert
A sprained anklo may as a rule be
be done under less laughable aus- B. Fall at a session late last nignt in
iu from three to four days by
cured
of
73
both
41
of
the
which
ludicrous
legislators
the
spectacle
pices than
Chamberlain's Liniment and
applying
him
presented by the New York suffra-gtet- s houses participated, and gave
observing the directions with each
the bottle. For sale by all dealers.
As a consequence,
32 votes.
and their "windmill'' boycott

B.

ballot.

WILSON IS WINNER
Sioux Falls, S. D., June 6.

President

Jefferson Rayoold
Vies President
Davis Vice President
v

D. Reynold

Jefferson and Jackson.
Henry Allen Cooper, who has represented the First district of Wisconsin
in the lower house since 1893, is mentioned for second place on the Republican national ticket in the event that
Roosevelt Is nominated for President
In the opinion of veteran political
observers the unlnstructed delegates
will probably determine the result of
the Baltimore convention, and the ac
tual strength of the several candidates
for the presidential nomination will
probably not be known until the first

DIRECT COMMUNICATION
WITH ENGLISH

C
Stephen

.

l

'

From Page One)

flees on the

HARCH1NBJIN JIMINEZ
(Continued

veutlon at Baltimore this month has
decided that the only portdalts to be Included In the convention hall decorations will be those of Washington,

IS

PROSECUTOR

;

-
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D.L. BATCHELOR,

s

Agent.

Ill

Politicians

Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston is already stumping Massachusetts in his
campaign to succeed the seat of United States Senator Crane.
The lines are being drawn for a
sharp political fight in West Virginia
for the seat of United States Senator
Clarence Watson, whose term will expire next March.
Vermont Democrats will meet in
Montpelier on June 18 to name a state
ticket and select delegates to the I

&

IL3UU

1

:

the
Representative Linbergh,
Sixth Minnesota district, has announc
ed his candidacy for the United States
senate, to succeed Senator Knute Nel

J
$1.75

2.00

son.

out the State ticket and adopt a

a

I

U

Shirts, Summer Weight Fabrics Plain
White or Figured. Golf Style

$1.29

Shirts, Fine French Percales or Madrass

!.4Q

Good Patterns, all Sizes

jjO KO Shirts, Very Serviceable, Unequaled. in
IpLnUU Making, a Special Value
.. .. ; . .

......

$9

il
"X'A-

fl:,,
k'in fii'i

YtiiTii'A

-

,

j

I1

ii ecu

i

Best Quality Silk, Stripes Only (JO nfl
With or Without French Cuffs.
..ijJLs I J

!Shirts,

......

IF IT FADES

'

larlhiMV'tf

The
I0U

Made, all Sizes, Golf

A HEW QUE

;:

-

fin Shirts, "Beautiful Figures, Splendidly CO M

$3.50

'''

"':

plat-

'
form.
William S. Cowherd, for many years
a prominent member of the national
house of representatives, is making a
hard fight for the Democratic nomination for governor of Missouri.
The committee in charge of arrangements for the deinocratc national con- -

KJii

i

IANHATTAN SHIRT FOR MEN

of

Oklahoma.
Iowa Prohibitionists will meet In I
State convention in Cedar Rapids on E
July 0 to make nominations to fill

H

OF THE FAMOUS

Baltimore.

Curtis Guild, Jr., United States am
bassador to Russia, is believed to be
the first choice of Massachusetts Re
publicans to succeed W. Murray Crane
in the senate.
A. R. Maxwell of the Lawton News
and Guthrie Star, a personal friend of
has entered the I
Colonel Roosevelt,
from
race for congressman-at-larg- e

fTTi

Store

OF QUALITY"
Absolutely

WW Wot,

Fast

E.LasVegas.

Colors

VEUA

The

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main ii

DAWJtjS
DARBAICJS
Here is one more of our
usual and attractive bargains.
We were fortunate

in

a new and
lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.
Come and see them.
We will convince you that
they are real bargains.
:

For sign painting see Hermann,
429 Grand, Fountain square.
Local view post cards at Schaefef a
35 subjects. Always something new,
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe division mas
ter mechanic, was In Las Vegas to
day,

t

-
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SOUTHERN SPORTSMAN SAYS

PERSONALS

Prescriptionisl

DAILY OPTIC,

TEMPERATURE

BATTLE VILL BE A BEAUTY

POPULAR WITH

NORMAL

WOMEN

Mighty Good Chance to Win Back the Heavyweight Title and
if it Does Not the Battle Will be Long, Hard and Full of Inter, PRECIPITATION
WAS
EXACTLY
est to All Followers of the Ring He Advises His Louisiana
WHAT COULD BE. EXPECTED
FROM THE RECORD8.
Friends to Be at the Ringside.

J. E, ilestand arrived last night
Santa Fe on business.
C. A. Johnson, Santa Fe division au"Get ready to come to Las Vegas on blows would not be any the harder." sorAccording to the report of ProfesJ. C. Baker, observer at the volditor, was in Las Vegas today on
July i to witness one of the breatest
he unteer
During the Interim In which
business.
weather bureau at the New
battles In the history of the ring," waited the arrival of Ryan Flynn put
Mexico Normal University, the mean
Minor Merlweather of Shreveport, Is
to
of
on several pounds and, by loafing,
the advice
Joseph DpQuesnay
temperature during the month of
La., arrived last night from El Paso his friends In New
Orleans, La. Mr. eating well and sleeping soundly ten
was below normal and the pre
on business.
May
DuQuesnay, who Is a member of the hours every night, got himself in the
was the average for that
Colonel M. M. Padgett returned thiB
cipitation
cotton exchange In New Orleans and best possible physical condition. Con
A mean temperature of 64.8
month.
afternoon from a short business trip one of the
city's prominent business sequently when Ryan began pulling
was registered, the normal
to Santa Fe.
men of that city, stopped In Las Vegas the weight off him he was in good degrees
'
mean being 57.3 degree. May In the
Henry Shaw, of the Mora Light for the sole purpose of visiting ,the
shape to stand the work. Just to
1907 and 1908 was colder than
and Power company, came in frpm
and Johnson camps, watching keep Flynn in good spirits and keep year
Flynn
the
Mora last night.
month, being the only two
past
the men work out and getting a line him from going stale, Ryan gives him
Nelson Rabbins returned thiB afterMays on record with a mean temper
followhas
a
He
in
an unexpected vacation once
upon the coming fight.
ature below 64 degrees. The mean
noon from a ten days' trip to Albued all kind of sports for years and while, by declaring the sparring
maximum for the past month was t9
El
Paso.
querque and
earn
who
men
'about
too
knows all
stiff to box. or osemthlng
the
partners
J. Eugene Brown
and. the mean minimum was
returned last their ham and
eggs and a few dia- of that sort. The result is that Flynn degrees
40.68.
night from a etiort business trip to monds wlih the padded mitts.
Is always at top spirits and ready for
The maximum temperature was reEl Paso and Texas points.
after having visited both anything.
Yesterday,
as 80 degrees on May 25, and
corded
Adolfo 'Perea, who
has been in
The sale of tickets la progressing
camps, Mr. DuQuesnay declared Flynn
the minimum, 26 degrees on May 15.
Los Angeles during the past winter,
looks .Jike a strong contender for the rapidly. All the wiley fang in the
returned yesterday afternoon.
He Immediately wrote vicinity of Las Vegas have already The highest temperature ever recordchampionship.
J. W. Bowden of Raton arrived laBt
a message to his friends down south purchased their tickets and have lock- ed in May was 95 degrees in the
The
night from the Gate City and was in Informing them that the prospects ed them in safe places where they year 1910 on the twenty-eight'
Las Vegas today on business.
were good for the regaining of the cannot be lost or stolen. Those lowest ever recorded was 21 degrees
on the second day of May, 1909. On
S. T. Sieglitz, traveling representaheavyweight title by a representative pieces of pasteboard have taken on an
tive of Appel Brothers, and bride re- of the white race. Mr. DuQuesnay an hanced value and are cherished like the first and seventh day of last
turned yesterday from El Paso.
From all the month there was a range in temperdocuments.
stated that no matter who win, the
mesa fanner battle will be hard fought and will be precious
William Coinstock,
middle
west come re- ature of 41 degrees.
big cities of the
land r trior, retur.i.-The precipitation for May was 1.87
last nig.-.- '. well worth a trip from Louisiana to ports of special trains being organized
from a short business trip to Kansas. see. Mr. DuQuesnay is a friend of to .bring the fans to Las Vegas. The inches, .which is the normal for the
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, Santa Fe
month. There was a precipitation of
George Ryan, who Is here connected Osmundo Cigar company of Denver al.62
inches on May 13, which was
assistant solicitor for New Mexico, with the Curley corps.
enan
ready haa sold reservations for
was in Santa Fe yesterday on busi
When he enters the ring on July tire tralnload. This Is in addition to the greatest in 24 hours during the
ness.
Fourth for his battle with Jack John- the trains to be run by J. O. Talbott month. Nine days had a precipita
tion of .01 Inches or over. There were
Judge David J. Leahy came In this son, a battle that many authorities arc and the colored cluh.
22 clear days, seven partly cloudy
afternoon from Santa Fe where he nlclined to believe will be historic in
in
Johnson and Flynn both engaged
and two cloudy days. The month
had been for the past two days on the annals of heavyweight pugilism, strenuous workouts
days
with
yesterday
f
this year had the only meas- business.
185
May
Jim Flynn will weigh between
sparring partners. Both are showing
Harry Hosklns, a traveling man of and 188. This statement Is authorita- up so well that It Is a cinch they will urable snowfall ever recorded In May.
Trinidad, came In last night from tive and It comes from no less a per- Dut' ud a rollicking fight from the A total snowfall of six inches was
13 and 14. There
Colorado. Mr. Hosklns was formerly sonage than Tommy Ryan, tralner-ln-chlevery start. There will be no monkey- - recorded on May
of Las Vegas.
At the close of his workout lng .either. If Flynn can get John- - aa a hail storm on May 8 and thun-so14
Miguel A. Romero, of the La San-- today Flynn weighed 195, Just
early in the affray he is going to der storms on May 8, 9 and 11. Killdora Medicine company, left yester pounds less" than upon his arrival do it and Johnson is known to enter-- lng frosts occurred on May 3, 4, 6,
day afternoon for El Paso on a short here. "I do not believe in excess tain a similar determination. John- 7 and 15. The average wind direction
business trip. ...
weight on a fighter," Is the way Ryan son has pulled his weight down to was southwest.
(E. IE. Johnson, the land man, acputs it. "With Flynn weighing In the about 220 and is confident of making
a party of Kansas neighborhood of 188, or even a few his regular AgEting heft of 215. His
c( mpanted by
ANOTHER ELECTION.
faimers, mi rle a trip to the mesa to pounds less, he will be at his best smile grqws broader every day and he
Phoenix, Ariz., June 6. By a vote
day in an automobile.
That is all I want. Johnson may seems to feel confident of victory. of 32 to 3, the house passed the bill
Mrs. G. S. Lowe and Mrs. Water weight as much as he likes. It will Every afternoon at 4 o'clock he works providing for a state election next
man left this morning on the Califor make no difference to us. Flynn will out in his outdoor gymnasium. Al- November.
At the same time a bill
nia Limited for Santa Fe where they be ready to put up his best battle. If though, he has raised his admission was Introduced in the senate providwill ispend a short time.
he weighed more his speed would be price to 15 cents the crowds still con ing that the question of a state elec
tion be submitted to the people next
George Fleming, of the Investment slowed down Just that much 'and his tinue to flock to his show.
and Agency corporation, and a party
November and that if an election is
and an evening of solid entertainment ordered it shall he held next Februof prospective mesa land purchasers
INDIANS PLAY THE Is promised the Santa Fe fight fans. ary.
went to the mesa this morning.
Johnson and his party will return to
Mrs. James C. Johnsen and daugh
Las Vegas tomorrow, arriving, here
ter, Dorothy, are In Las Vegas from
RACES AT OKLAHOMA CITY.
about noon.
their home In Aspen, 'Colo., visiting'
Oklahoma
June 6.
City, Okla.,
Mrs. Johnson's mother, Mrs. McCail,
Under conditions that augur well for
George Prltchett, son of Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. F. R. Lord are the
a successful season the fourth anMrs. Richard
Prltchett, will arrive WARDS OF UNCLE SAM EXPECTED proud parents of a baby girl born to
nual summer race meeting was open
TO GIVE LOCALS A CLOSE
this evening on train No. 7 from
them early this afternoon.
ed today at State Fair park, to he
TUSSLE
Ames, la., where he has been for the
continued until July 4. The procol
Iowa
State
past year attending
General Superintendent Hutchinson
"
for three stakes of $1,j
Tomorrow, Saturday and Sunday of the Frisco lines passed through gram, provides
lege.
000 each. Many horses are quartered
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Tincher and afternoons the United States Indian Las Vegas this afternoon on train No.
Mrs. A. P. Moran went 0 Santa 'e school baseball squad of Albuquerque 1 in husihess car No. 200 en route at the track and others are expected
within the next few days. The Okla
yesterday wh ere they will spend ths will play against the Maroons at from hia headquarters in Kansas City homa Stata
Fair associotlon, which is
week. Mr.' Tincher is ctate agent' of Amusement park. The week
daj"
the
conducting
meeting, hag installed
the Haynes Automobile
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Curley, after a
company games will be called at 3:30 o'clocl
the
system of betting at
and the trip to the Capital City was and the Sunday contest at 3 o'clock. a two week's trip to the Pacific coast,
the
track.
In
The Indians are heavy hitters and are will return to Las' Vegas tonight on
made
his demonstrating car.
expected to make things- Interesting the California Limited.. Curley, who
for the Maroon pitchers.
There is no
Is the promoter of the Johnson-FlynDIFFERENT NOW
. real
... need or snvono ha.
I
Since the Slugger, Coffee, Was
bout,, has visited most of the cities in '"s irouDiea witn constipation.
TaWe
will cause an agreAbandoned
and has aroused quite a
Wlth0Ut
T!
JACK JOHNSON. LEAVES eing interest in that territorv. in the f"6
L
UJ uiiyiBUBaut eueei.
uive tnem a
bout.
Coffee probably causes more bilious
trial.
For
sale
big
by all dealers.
ness and
malaria than any
FOR CAPITAL IN AUTO
one other thing even bad climate.
NEW LAW MAKES IT
(Tea Is just as harmful as coffee be
cause It contalnes "caffeine" the drug WILL PUT ON A SHOW FOR THE
from hlg home in

For this Week Only

BIG SPECIALS
IN MERCHANDISE RIGHT NOW IN BIG DEMAND

Grauberth

(The Popular Priced Store)
A grab for

The New Idea

Pattens

K3c

Phone Main 104.

FRYE'S HOTEL

w

r

Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles noitti of Las Vegas
On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rates

$3.00

Per Day

for $2.00 X leg canvas cots.
for $2.25 woven wire 30 inch cots.
for $3.25 Gold Medal canvas cots.
for $4.50 all steel SO1 Inch cot beds.
for $5.00 all steel 38 inch cot beds.
for $2.25 wool cot matresses 30 inch, fancy tick.
for $2.50 wool cot mattresses, 36 Inch, fancy tick.
65c for 85c pillows, 2
pound, all feathers.
95c for $1.25 pillows, 3 pounds each, all feathers.
,
$2.25 for $3.00 sllkolene comforts, all cotton,
$2.75 for $3.50 sllkolene comforts, all cotton.
65c for 85c cotton double blankets.
$1.10 for $1.60 cotton double blankets, 11-size.
12c each for 15c pillow cases.
15c each for 20c pillow cases.
48c for 75c bleacned aheets, cot sizes.
65c for 85o bleached sheets, bed sizes.

$1.65
$1.85
$2.65
$3.50
$3.95
$1.85
$1.95

REGULAR DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35c- -

0

DANZIGEM

BARNES & RUSH,

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

in

iiiivi7uuu u
T
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r
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OFFICIAL' DISPENSER

OF

In coffee).

Ft. Worth man says:'
"I have always been of a bilious tem
perament, subject to malaria and up
to one year ago a perfect slave to
coffee. At times I would be covered
with boils and full of malarial poison,
was very nervous and had swimming
in the head.
I don't know how It happened, but
I finally became convinced that my
sickness was due to the use of coffee,
and a little less than a year ago I
topped coffee and began drinking
A

.

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
COOKS GOLDEN BEER ON
-D-

RAUGHT-

All Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

OANZIGER1F0.

Cham-Californ- ia

-- .-

-

turn.

STORE

Our unprecedented reductions on all loot wear wil
; surprise you,

I

Props.

DEPARTMENT.

Call and see our SHOE SPECIALS for the next few
days

par-mutu-

:&i's

BIG

OLD TOWN

n

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

'

4

-

Cafe De Luxe

--

RENTAL ROOM- S-

-FOR

n

Hoffman

tf.l.

ir.

f.

&

Members

class at any time are welcome
IS "toof the
suggest subjects they would like

to hear discussed.
The class meets Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons at 3:40
o'clock in the chemical laboratory. A
small fee is charged those who take
the course, but visitors always are
welcomed. The course Is being given
by J.'C. Baker, head of the depart- HOUSEHOLD
CHEMISTRY CLASS ment of science. Miss Anne George,
AT NORMAL SUMMER SCHOOL
of the domestic science department.
FILL A REAL NEED.
also is giving a course adapted to the
needs of housekeepers.
The course in household chemistry
being offered by the New Mexico
It is now well known that not more
Normal University summer school than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any Internal treatment what
hag jumped into instant popularity ever.
All that is needed is a free apwith the women of Lag Vegas.. The plication of Chamberlain'a Liniment
course requires no previous knowl and massaging the parts at each apedge of chemistry and is designed for plication. Try It and see how quick-l- y
it will relieve the pain and sorethe assistance of housekeepers. It ness.
Sold by all dealers.
consists of lectures on the following
subjects: chemistry of foods; chemisCOMMANDER AT BROOKLYN.
try of cooking; adulteration of foods
New York, June 6. Commander
and simple methods for detecting ,tbe Albert R. Gleaves, recently tn charge
adulterations; detection, of artificial of the torpedo station at Narragan-sett- ,
preservatives and coloring matter in
R. I., was Installed today as
foods; cleaning method's, Including commandant at the Brooklyn navy
French dry cleaning;' chemistry or yard, succeeding
Admiral
Rear
dyeing; chemistry of the flame and Leutze, retired.

MAY BELOW

Joseph DuQuesnay, from New Orleans, Asserts White Race Has

chemistry of photography.

OF NOVEL COURSE

Postum.

"From that time I have not had a
boil, not had malaria at all, have gain
ed 15 pounds good solid weight and
know beyond all doubt this is due to
the use of Postum in place of coffee
as I have taken no medicine at all.
Postum has certainly made healthy
red blood for me in place of the blood
that coffee drinking impoverished and
made unhealthy." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum makes red Wood.
"There's a reason," and it Is explain
ed in the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
Interest.
,.

SANTA FE FANS IN ELKSTHEATER

-

EASY FOR SETTLERS

-'--

Capita! Paid in

Surplus
$30,000.00

$100,000.00
Jack Johnson, the colored champion PRESIDENT
SIGNS THE HOME
left this morning at 10 o'clock for
STEAD BILL CUTTING DOWN
Santa Fe where tonight in the Elks'
RESIDENCE TERM.
theater he will stage an exhibition boxing match. He made the trip to the
June 6. President
Washington,
Capital City in jhis big Chalmers tour- Taft today signed the
three veai
ing car. He ij was accompanied by homestead bill, permitting entryuien
Mrs, Johnson, 'her maid, j; Professor on public lands to prove their claims
.Burns aiW Mra, Art Grelner, wife of in three instead of five years, allow
secretary to Jack Curley. ,;
ing five, months.' absence from a claim
The husky trainers land' sparring each year and reducing the acreage
partners of the "Big Smoke" made the to be cultivated on large claims from
trip to the Ancient City by rail, leav 80 to 40 acres.
ing this afternoon on train No. 1.
The pen used was given by Repre
George DeBray, Marty Cutler, Kid sentative Taylor of Colorado.
The
"kelton, Jack Perkins and Calvin
bill is designed to so liberalize the
members of Johnson's camp. homestead laws as to chesk the im
made up his retinue. The big cham migration of American fanners to
pion will box with three of his spar- Canada.
ring partners the choice lying between
Cutler, Skelton, Respress and DeBray, WISCONSIN TRAVELERS MEET.
most likely the first three as DeBray's
Sheboygan, Wis., June 6. A large
foot is in bad condition.
and representative attendance markThe exhibition will be staged under ed the opening here today of the an
the auspices of the New Mexico Ath nual convention of the "Wisconsin di
letic club of which Mark Levy of Al vision of the United Commercial
buquerque Is director, and the pros Travelers. Today was given over
pects are that the big dusky one will largely to the reception of the visit- be welcomed b a large crowds. Some ors. The
regular business sessions
interesting preliminaries are booked will begin tomorrow and conclude
in connection with the ."big show"
Saturday.
Res-pres- s,

r

r

'.'

..Vg-- r

Ai

J. M. CUNMNOHAH,
PRANK SPRINUER,

' D. T.
j

I I I

vtar

'

HOSKINS,

Cuhler
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LAS VEGAS
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

1

La,s Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

.

Win. G. Ha don
j
n. W. Kelly
D. T. Uoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest PaJd on Deposis
13m

.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom ft
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal wu taken np by
J. S. Morgan, Alamogordo.
One bay horse about 4
years, 650 lbs, 13 V6 hands high.
Branded
I 1
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22. 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wl- t:

T"l

THOMAS J.

MORT-JME-

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

612'JJ0UGLASlVNUE

main cow about
high.

9

Branded
On right hip

Tears.

124 handf

EO

Branded
On right ribs
Branded
On left ribs
Branded
. On
left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1918, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

JUNE 6, 1912.

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 23, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
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To-wl- t:

RATES

THE

FOR

CLASSIFIED

BEST

AND REflULAW DINNERS

OBTAINABLE

GOODS

CAFf

AMD

LOBBY RESTAURANT
SHORT ORDERS

t I THE

::

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Rocky ML Supply Co., Koehler, N. M.
One bay horse, white strip
in face, 1 hands high, 8 or 9 years,

HE

ALWAYS

HANDLE!

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
t

NO.
LODGE
DORADO
CHAPMAN LoOCE NO
A. F. A EL
OF PYTHIAS-Jle- eta
oam-muKNIGHT
A. M. Racuiar
very Monday
cation dm and

A

third Thursday la
month. Visiting broth-er- a
cordially invited
ADVER. N. O. Herman, W. It; . R. Murray,
Secretary.

V

r

In

Caatle Hall

Visiting

Knlgbttare

nine

ejavea

L

Vvicord)Ily

11'sjChM.

B

lnrited.
Uebeo

'
L-A
Chaneello
f
Branded
X'tjnI'T' TISEMENT8
Commander.
V"
Harry
shoulder
On
left
BOARD,
SANITARY
CATTLE
to
this
unknown
Martin,
Keeper
Said
animal
being
MnS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Albuquerque, N. M.
Five cents per line each Insertion LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Records and Seal
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owner when found.
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In advance preferred.
Cash
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
une oar mare auuui im Charlie Hackett, Corona.
H. Hunker. Exalted RiiIt .n
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
N. M.
650
lbs.
Albuquerque,
years, weighing
One roan horse, 700 lbs.,
Condon, Secretary.
1st. pub--. June 1, last pub. June 12, 1Z
M BIEHL. Propittoc
'
Branded
LAS VE0A CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
41
years, 13 hands high.
convoca
On left Bhoulder
ARCH MASON-e- olr
ATTORNEY
Branded
Advertisement
Monday in each
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Irst
Estr.y
Branded
On left hip
416 Grand Ave
momtt at lUaonle TemNotice is hereby given to whom it
On left hip
HUNKER A HUNKER
Said animal belne unknown to this may concern that tne roiiowing ue- Phone Main 447
ple, at T:M p. m. M, R. Geo. H. Hunker
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Chester v Honi.
Said animal being unknown to this gn-- .j unless claimed by owner on or
WUllama, H. P.; T. O.
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owner
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claimed
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unless
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by
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before June 22, 1912, said late being V. Q. Kobold, Mcintosh.
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before June 22, 1912, said date being 10 .
of
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last ,nDearanca
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One sorrel stallion blazed)
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LOCAL TIME CARDS
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owner when found.
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Kaaoale Tenaple. Mrs. T. & Bowen.
owner when found.'
CATTLE SANITARY. BOARD,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Branded
EAST BOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
S
A.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Jaw
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp, Arrive
On
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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may concern that the following dewas
taken
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D
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Heavy Hardware and4
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Men and teams for
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4
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Wagon Material
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No.
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COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS PROCEEDINGS
(Continued From Page Three)

SEVEN

Precinct No. 16. Juan Arguello, 2; $2; Claudlo Aranda, $2; Felipe OrtePrecinct No. 52. Aveniclo Rodrl
Jose E. Garcia. 5;
Demetrlo .luintn- - guez, $3; Andres Ttulz, $3; Apolonlo Raymundo Lucero, $2; Jose Darlo Apo ga. 2.
r.. daca, $2,
n;i.
Precinct No. 36. Elision Qlutana,
Garcia, $3,
Precinct No. 17. Noberto
Precinct No. 34. Luis F. Garcia, $3;
Precinct No. 63. Agapito Sandoval,
Duran, $2;. Narciso Salazar, $2; Porfirlo SanPrecinct No. 15. Ramon Chare, Fi'i mlu liciiabidez.
$3; Jose M. Perea, $3; Antonio D. Torres, $5; Manuel D, 12; Consaucion Alcorta, $2; Catarlno chez, J 2.
$3; Rnmaldo Perea, 13; Caslmlro
3.
A. Maes, $5
Martinez, $2.
Precinct No. 37. Epltacio Qulntana,
3.
Precinct No. 18. E. S. Crooks, $2; $2; Juan Vigil $2; Jesus Ma. Duran
Precinct No. 35. Antonio Aranda,
election
accounts
The following
Precinct No. 16 Luis Montoya, $3;
Octavlano Salas, $.";
2.
Celestlno against the county of San Miguel for John Hartman, 2; D. H. Newcomer,
Juan Arguello. $3; Guadalupe Ortiz.
$2.
Garcia, $3.
Precinct No. 39. Benlgno Lucero,
of
the
election
as
for
services
Judges
$3.
Precinct No. 19. Esuebio Ahuero, J2; Rumaldo Castillo, 2; Anastaclo
, Precinct No. 36. Juan da Jesus Du- general election held November 7, A.
Precinct No. 17. Noberto Duran, $3;
ran, $3; Pedro Domlnguez, $3; Sebe-r- D. 1911, were approved and ordered $2; Fermln Baca, $2; HIJInIo Lucero, Rael, 2.
Catalino Martinez, $3; Albino Lopez,
'
2.
Lucero, $3.
Precinct No. 40. Cecllio Jaramillo,
paid and warrants ordered Issued
3.
Precinct No. 20. Felipe Chavez, $2; $2; Gregorlo Zamora, $2; Octablano
37.
No.
Vivian Qulntana, agaiust the county treasurer,
Precinct
Precinct No. 18. Nazario Lopez, $3;
$3; Jesus M. Qulntana, $3; Juan B.
Precinct No. 1. Jesus Serna, $2; Luis Bustamente, $2; Pedro A. Caeaua, Salazar, $2.
C. D. Black,
3; John Hartman, $3.
n.
Precinct No. 41. Manuel Chavez
$3.
Olguin,
Andres
Gonzales, $2; Ellseo Baca, $2.
Precinct No. 19. nioniclo PalomiNo. 21. Juan A. Padla, $2; J2; Valentin Baca, $2; Antonio Coca,
Precinct
2.
Ramon Madrid, $2;
Precinct No. 3S. Patricio Montano.
Precinct No.
no, $3; Francisco Deloya, $3; Ignaclo
Hllario M. Romero, $2; Polito S. Ley- $2.
3.; Luis S. Montano, 3; Julian Luce- George Paeheco, 2.
Gonzales, $3.
ba, 2.
Precinct No. 42. Juan C. Montoya,
Precinct No. 20. Follpe Chaves, $3; ro, $3.
Precinct No. 3. Benlgno Allres, $2;
Precinct No. 22. Roman A. Trujll $2; Manuel Chavez, $2; Juan Baca, $2.
39.
N.
Precinct
Hipollto Baca. $3: Eugenlo Duran $2; Santiago Wallace,
Alejandro Floreg, $3; Fidel Sanchez,
lo, $2; Cristobal Beltran, $2.
Precinct No. 43. Enrique Garcia,
Jose 0. Alarcon, $3; Anastacio Rael $2.
$3.
Precinct No. 23. Caslmlro P. Gar $2; Cornello Salz, $2; Jesus Maria
$3.
Precinct No. 21. Miguel Apodaca, y Apodaca,
Precinct No. 4. Luis Martinez, $2;
Nestor Gonzales, $2.
Precinct No. 40. Raymundo Castel- - Juan F. Gurule, $2; Deslderlo Marti- cia, $2; 2. Eplfanlo Lucero, $2;
$5; Isabel C. Leyba. 5; Cannto Ley- Sena, 1
Precinct No. 44. Leon Plnard, $2;
'
Clodlo
lano, $3;
Ortega. $3; Lueio nez, $2.
Da, 5.
i
Precinct No. 24. Felix Gonzales, $2; Andres A. Chavez, $2; Juan B. Flores,
Precinct No. 22. Placldo Beltran, Montoya, $3.
Precinct No. 5. Pilar Abeytta, 2; Juan de DIos Aragon, $2j Narciso Ote- $2.
Precinct No. 51. .Testis Aragon, $3;
$3; Cristobal Beltran, $3; Ramon A.
Pablo Ortiz, $2; Hilarlo Lopez, $2.
ro, $2.
Precinct No. 45. Maxlmiano UllbarCandldo Roybal, $3; Felix Garcia, $3.
Trujlllo. $3.
No. 25. Adolfo Chavez, $2 ; ri, $2; Otto Holm, $2; J. L. Crawford,
6.
Precinct
$2;
Cleofes
No.
Armijo,
Precinct
Precinct No, 41. Pantallon ArchuPrecinct No. 23. Carlos Griego, $5;
Baca y Isldro Duran, $2; Luz Sanchez, $2.
G. Rlbera,
2; Felipe
$2.
Nlcasio Ortiz, Jo; Cruz Gallegos, $5.
leta, $3; Antonio Jose Coca, $3; IJan- - Jose
Precinct No. 26. Jose N. Gallegos,
$2.
Precinct No. 46. Agapito Trujlllo,
Garcia,
Precinct No. 24. Jose Leandro Mar- dro Martinez, $3,
Precinct No. 7. Bonifacio Sando- $2; Amado Sena, $2; W. W. Wagner, $2; Juan Jose Lucero, $2; Roman RoPrecinct No. 42. Gomeclndo y Or
tinez. $3; Hilarlo Delgado, $3; Felipe
$2.
mero, $2.
tiz, $3; Abel Zamora, $3; Joee Ignacio val, $2; Felix Sandoval, $2 Julio RoyTapia, $3.
'
Precinct No. 27. Juan Antonio At- Precinct No. 47. Jose N. Crespin,
.
bal, $2.
Precinct No. 25. Benedito Duran. Montoya, $3.
Lucre-dEsteban
enclo,'
$2;
Aragon,
$2;
Telesfor Benavldez, $2; Santiago
$2;
PrWlnct
8.
Valerlo
No.
Baca, J2;
Precinct No.
$3; Eugenlo Chavez, $3; Canuto RaGarcia, $3;
Valdez. $2.
2.
' v
BaMartinez,
C.
de
Dionllo
$2;
George
Zenoblo
Varela,
Cetilio
$3.
$3:
$3.
Saiz,
Lujan.
mirez,
28. George
No.
Precinct
Chavez,
No. 48. Pedro
Precinct
Trujlllo,
Precinct No. 44. Esteban Montano, ca, $2.
Precinct No. 26. .lose N. Gallegos.
$2; Simon Garcia y Montoya, 2; Jus-t- o $2; Hilarlo Gonzales, $2; Pedro Roy9.
No.
Precinct
$2;
Deciderio
George
Warley,
Antonio
Andres
$3;
Gonzales, $3;
Sanchez, $3; Pedro Gar $3;
Griego, $2.
bal, $2.
Teodoro Rivera, $2; Jose F. Vigil, $2.
A. Chavez, $3.
cla, $3.
No. 29. C. E. McCullough,
Precinct
No. 49. Euseblo Barela,
Precinct
Precinct No. 27. Jose Y. Crespin,
Preciuot No. 45. Meliton Montoya,
Precinct No. 10. Esteban Gallegos,
$6; R. C. Rankin, $6; M. Cellars, $2. $2; Juan Chavez,
$2; Tranqulllno
W. $2; Antonio Jaramillo, $2; Pelaglo
?3; Emiterio Sanchez, $3; Jose Darlo $3; Harry Morrison, $3; George
Precinct No. 30. Benlgno Trujlllo, Baca, $2.
Atejiclo, $3.
$2.
Leemlng, $3.
Precinct No. 50. Matias Aragon,
2; Deciderio
Precinct No. 28. Concepclon
Precinct No. 46. Victor Lucero, $3;
Do- Precinct No. 11. Juan I. Santilla-nes- , ?2; Epimenlo Allres,
Florenclo Lioon, $2;' Elfego Gar$2.
$2;
Trujlllo,
Sandominguez, $5; Juan D. Martinez, $5; Francisco Lopez, $3; Preclllano
$2; Franlsco Garcia y Gutierrez,
Fidel Garcia y Gallegos, $5.
Precinct No. 31. Indalaclo Sena, $2; cia, $2.
val, $3.
$2; Simon Gonzales, $2.
Precinct No. 51. Cruz Roybal, $2;
Precinct No. 29. Ben Coles, $5;
Precinct No. 12. Esteban Salmeron, Pascual Sena, $2; Deciderio Chavez,
Precinct No, 47. Lorenzo Leal, $3;
Simon Roybal, $2; Gregorlo Aragon,
Charles Tamme, $5; Rafael Gallegos, Toriblo Martinez, J3; Blaa Martinez, $2; Cosme Esquibel, $2; Fllomeno Ar- $2.
$5.
.
Precinct No. 32. Candelario Ull- $2.
?3.
chuleta, $2.
Precinct No. 52. Felix Roybal, $2;
Precinct No. 30. LucianoMartlnez,
13.
$2; Jose Gallegos, $2; Eugenlo
No.
Feliciano
barri,
48.
Precinct
Herrera,
Hilarlo Gonzalea,
Precinct No.
Santiago Blea, 2; Cleofes Garcia, $2.
$3; Francisco Qulntana, $3; Valentin $5; Juan G.Garcia, $5; Lorenzo Gon- $2; Alcario Burciaga, $2; Andres Mon- Ortiz, $2.
Precinct No. ,53. Manuel Romero,
'
Precinct No. 33. Jose E. Garcia,
Salazar, $3.
toya, $2.
zales, $3.
Precinct No. 31. Jose Baca, $5;
Precinct No. 14. Serafln Archibe-que- , $2; Juan Vigil, $2; Bldal Qulntana, $2; Manuel D. Maes, $2; Antonio SanPrecinct No. 49. Martin Marquez.
doval, $2.
Emilio M. Martinez, $5; Tomas Gon- $3; Apolonlo Marquez, $3; Dolores Ma$2; Anacleto Montoya, $2; Carlos $2.
The following election accounts
Precinct No. 34. Teodoclo Valencia,
zales, $5.
Gauna, $2.
res, $3.
Gonthe county of San Miguel for
Tomas
$2;
against
Basillo
Precinct No. 32. Francisco Rlbera
Benabldez,
15.
Simon
No.
Precinct
Precinct No. 50. Pedro Ullbarri, S3:
Trujlllo, $2; $2;
services as clerks of election for the
2.
X. Martinez, $5; Juan C. Gallegos, $5; Pablo E. Armijo, $3; Euseblo Archu Francisco Trujlllo, ?2; Jose Inez Pa- - zales,
Precinct No. 35. Octavlano Salas, general election held November 7, A.
Pelaglo Gallegos, $5.
dilla, $2.
leta, $3.
i
i
Precinct

Baclllo

No. 33.

Lopez ,S5;

.

o

tc-w-lt:

1

i

4
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were approved and ordered
Precinct No. 27. Pablo Atencio, J2;
warrants ordered Issued Bernardino Archuleta, $2.
Precinct No. 23. J. I. Johnson, $2;
against the county treasurer,
Pre;lnct No. 1. Candida Vigil $2; Eduardo Domlnguez, $2.
Faustin Lopez, $2.
Precinct No. 29. A. M. Hammond,
Precinct No. 2. Cleofea Cales J2: 2; Paul Sherman, $2.
Precinct No. 30. Valeutin Salazar,
jPerfecto Gallegos, $2.
Precinct No. 3. Manuel Lucero, 2; 2; Jacobo A. Vigil, $2.
Lute Ortiz, $2.
Precinct No. 31. Benlgno Gonzales,
Precinct No. 4. Ellseo Griego, $2; 12; Emilio Martinez, $2.
Cleofea Griego, $2.
Precinct No. 32. Antonio Rlbera,
Precinct No. 6.
Gallegos, J2; Antonio E. Ortiz, $2.
Precinct No. 33. Eplfanlo A. Cres2; Enrique Armijo, $2.
Precinct No. 6. Juan Padllla, $2; pin, $2; Jose Marquez, $2.
Precinct No. 34. Jose M. Perea, $2;
Florentlno Montoya, 12.
Precinct No. 7. Placldo Armijo, $2; Jose Ines Garcia, 2.
Precinct No. 35. Antonio J. Lucero,
Geronlmq Gonzales, $2.
Precinct No. 8. Silvano Tafoya, $2; $2; Ruperto Archuleta, 2.
Precinct No. 36. N. Segura, ?Z; Je
Bonifacio Baca, 2.
Precinct No. 9. Federico Vigil, 2; sus Aragon, $2.
Anlonio Segura, $2.
Precinct No. 37. Andres Tapia, J2;
10.
Roman
Maria Qulntana T. Vigil, 2.
No.
$2;
Jesus
Lucero,
Precinct
Dolores Gallegos, $2;
Precinct No. 39 Narclzo Baca, 2',
Precinct No. 11. Alfredo Geofrlon, Gregorlo Lucero, $2.
$2; Jose Campos, 2.
Precinct No. 40. Ramon Flores, i2;
Precinct No. 12. Apolonlo Archule Basillo Griego, 2.
ta, $2; Roberto Dean, $2. ,
Precinct No. 41. Francisco Garcia,
Precinct No. 13. J. B. Stlne, $2;
Eugenlo Gallegos, $2.
$2;
Juan Jose Maestas, Jr., (2.
Precinct No. 42. Felipe Martinez,
Precinct No. 14. Cesarlo Sena, $2;
2.
$2; NeBtor Benabldez,
Delfino Trujlllo, 2.
2J
43. Felipe Romo,
No.
Precinct
SIxto
15.
Garcia, $2;
Precinct No.
12.
3.
B.,
Gregorlo Lucero,
Samuel Trujlllo, $2.
Precinct No. 44. Raymundo. F.aa
Precinct No. 16. Isidro Solano, $2;
2.
chez, 2; Jose L. Roybal,
Atilano Montoya, 2.
45. Harry Aiomson,
No.
Precinct
F.
Martinez,
17.
Jose
Precinct No.
$2; Lon H. Boydstcft. $2.
$2; Francisco Rlbera, 2.
Precinct No. 46. Frecillano sanao
18
Elmero McElroy,
Precinct No.
val, $2; Antonio M. Gonzales, $2.
$2; Donald Black. $2.
Precinct No. 47. Frank Hempstead.
Precinct No. 19. Pedro Garcia, $2;
v
$2; Apolonlo Sena, $2.
Juan Baca, $2.
Precinct No. 48. B. U coraova,
Precinct No. 20. Alejandro Flores,
Madrid, $2.
Teodoro
$2.
Luis
Giron,
$2;
No. 49. Felipe Abeyta, izj;
Precinct
No. 21. Mariano Salazar,
D. 1911,

paid

and

Fa-Wa-

m

Precinct
Isidoro Trujlllo, $2.
Francisco S. Leyba, $2.
Cande-larlprecinct No. 50. Ambroslo
Precinct No.' 22. Antonio Le Blanc
$2.
Baca,
$2; Gomeclno
2; Hilarlo Lujan, $2.
Precinct No. 51. Feliberto E. Roy
Precinct No. 23. Miguel A. Guerin,
bal, ?2; Pedro Duran, $2.
$2; Cleofes Segura, $2.
Precinct No. 52. Vicente Valencia,,
Precinct No. 24. Teodulo Herrera,
Guillermo' Qulntana, $2.
$2.
$2;
$2; Fernando Aragon,
Precinct No. 53. Benjamin Alcon,
Precinct No. 25. David Suazo, $2;
Jose Daniel Torres, $2.
$2;
$2.
Eugenlo Chavez,
Precinct No. 26. J. N. Surton, $2;
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
$2.

$2,"
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Alfredo Gallegos,
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THE OPTICS JOB

.

DEPARTMENT
H

AS turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and

business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.

THE OPTIC P

OMI

PHONE flAIN 2

NO

:

LAS VEOAS DAILY
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HARKET REPORT

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Lard Steady

fleat Advancing

i

if

iJt

FRESH- - PIGS
'

-

jr

'

ORIOLE WASHED FIGS
35c Per One Pound Package

ALSO FRESHDATES

20c Per Pound

J. H. STEARNS
CAT
PUR.E THINGS TO

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, Sia.OO
and mi
several carload! of this beautiful dinner-warWe
manufacturer to give aa an exclusive design
term purchase enabled the
ana
part of tbe coat to "advertising
charging
very low price. We are
ask you to pay a percentage of the actual oot of the
expense,"la and aonly
beautiful "Oosmos" design and cannot be doplieated In
of
aet. It
114 in any retail china store.
It la guaranteed by both
malltj for less than
the manufacturer and ourselves. aack of LARABEE'8 Floor. Bend na five
There la coupon in every
we will
draft, postal or express money order, and and
conpona and S3.W in cash,
refreight. Adilresa coupons
aend yon one of these beautiful setaofbythe
Larabee Flour Mills Company,
mittance to The China Department
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.
The coupons In LABABBB'8 Flour are also good for Rogers1 Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Auk for descriptive circular. ,
TffiTrh&sed

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Goo-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
d"

GERMAN-

ALL GROCERS

sale"
BY
f

Try &.SackYou'll Like it.

At The Home of Tbe

on delivery.

Phone Main 379.

M

II
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LUDWIG Wm. 1LFELD

Best of Evefylhihg Eatable

Come Running. Hast Gall

the institution this year. The schol
John Pennington, colored, was ararship gives to the winner half tui
tion In the university for the year rested last night on the charge ot
vagrancy and this morning when arraigned before Judge D. R. Murray,
was sentenced to 30 days' work on
Cannon,
Accompanied1 by Tommy
the
city chain gang. Six other "boes"
the body of Lester Smith, son of Ed
were arrestea and afte. spending the
Smith, sporting editor of the Chicago
were turned
who aied early Tuesday night in the cooler,
American,
to
the trail."
"hit
orders
loose
with,
morning, was sent to Chicago last
was given a similar op
Pennington
2.
Ed
Smith's
on
No.
train
night
wanted to
mother and sister will meet the body, portunity but evidently
the
after
until
around
stick
big bout
which will be placed in a vault to
on July 4, as he;refused to leave the
await the return of the Smith family
Pen
after July 4. Funeral services were city. Unfortunately, however,
will be behind the bars when
nington
held last night in the chapel of J.
the big event comeB off, his sentence
Rev. Norman
C. Johnsen & Son,
expiring July 6.
Skinner, pastor of the First Presb
terian church.officiatlng.
The Canon City, Rocky Mountain
league team has been transferred to
Raton, and Tuesday, Wednesday and
today met the team from. Colorado
Springs. The team Js under the management of E. M. McLaughlln,and is
a fast aggregation. The Gate City
fans are taking great interest In the
team and baseball promises to be a
paying proposition this season. The
is as follows: Carr,
Raton line-ushortstop;" McKnlght, let field; M.
Henry, third base; Peters, catcher;
second base; G. Henry,
Garackman.
Our work in Navajo Blankcenter field; Smith, first base; Han-nets is pleasing all who see it,
right field and pitcher; Widler,
pitcher; Littler, pitcher.
our method leaves them soft
1912-191-

BLANKETS

p

CAROLINA DEMOCRATS
June 6. The demo
Rfdeieh. N.
cratic state convention of North Caro
lina assembled' here today to select
to attend the national con
NORTH

C

delegates
vention at Baltimore this month.

"HARVEYS"

and velvety like new.
Send in your lace curtains
we are equiped to handle

these properly.,
Ask those who have tried
this service, they will tell
you it is satisfactory.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
v

6 17 Dought Are

"Esmeralda",
On or about June
a four act comedy, will be staged at
the Duncan opera house by local talent for the benefit of the Las Vegas
ball team." "Snowball," which was
to have been presented, has been
completely abandoned and rehearsals
of "Esmeralda" are now in progress.
"Esmeralda" was written by Frances
Hodgson Burnett and William H.
Gillette and with Annie Russell in
the leading role enjoyed a run of 350
nights In New York City. An excellent cast has been selected and the
direcplay will be staged under the
tion of Miss May Ross, Instructor of
elocution at the New Mexico Normal
University.

FOR PRESERVING
-

Mr. Harvey In
to
Auto
carriage house, Wed
charge.
nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return
ing same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's,

Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.

LEAVE YOU R ORDERS AT ONCE

BOg

Sixth DCTDDV niHTHlM
GfW phona
UUli
Vegas
Street 1L1U11
-S- EEDSMEN & FLORISTS

507

t

x
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insist on having it.
The Shape keeping, the
service, the Quality of the
Tailoring all depend on this.
We have on display styles,
that are the product of Style
Creators and WE guarantee

"Si

the fit.'

M. QREENBERGER
Have Beautiful Furniture at
Home, Pay a Little
At a Time
Ameripanhomes are the most beautiful in the world.
American children are the most intelligent. Why?

--

In America we surround our children with beautiful things.
We pay a little at a time, but we have these things in our
homes-t-

o

influence our families' culture.

don't wait until we are old before we can buy beautiful
surroundings for our loved ones. The American way is the
We

better way.

ter

Good sorroundings improve our earning power.
our homes the better homes we can afford.

The

bet-

Let us furnish your home on our easy payment plan.

j.

c. jomisEfj

&

X

son

LICENSED AGENTS FOR HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS

7

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
is one of' the show places of Vegas.

For the Choicest of

FRESH
SANITARY

BAKERY
GOODS

BDUCHER'jS

Order your favorite variety we have it.

'

,JK

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store

Go to

tPcr Pound

use only all wool fabrics.
Thats what you want in your
cloths.
The more you know of the

18 OPEN

20

TURNIP SEED IN BULK

Marx

&

TVijimotVi nonsnn.

a,

This will be the last week for

THE GRAAF & HAYWASD CO. STOKE

At a meeting held last night the
town council of the West side passed
rnaxlmum
an ordinance fixing the
In
town limthe
automobiles
for
speed
cars are
All
hour.
an
miles
its at ten
are to
which
to
lamps
carry
required
be lighted at dusk. They are required, too, to carry gongs or horns to
give warning of their approach. The
annual license fee Is fixed at $5. On
account of the congested, condition of
Bridge street many hours during the
will
day the police of the West side
be instructed .to keep a sharp lookout
for Infractions of the speed limit on
that thoroughfare. The council also
passed an ordinance taxing and regulating dances and other public amuse
ment conducted for pay. The provision of extra policemen to serve durfor
ing the period when the visitors
al
are
battle
here,
the Johnson-FlynIt Is planned to
so was discussed.
sta
keep a man at the central police
tion on the Plaaz all night in order
that nolice calls may be answered
promptly. Mayor Delgado and all the
councllmen were present, as well as
a number of citizens.

NAVAJO

Pboae Afifl SO

STRAWBERRIES

of Ludwig Ilfeld.

'

Hart Schaffener

advantages of ALL WOOL
the more certain you are -- to

For sale, a show case and counter
at Murphey's Drug Store.
When he spent $8 for four large
water melons which were Imported
from Florida for his especial delectation, Jack Johnson displayed one of
the characteristics of his race, 'but
when he expended $6.50 for a safety
razor he went contrary to the accepted
custom of the black man ever since
razors were Invented. DoubtleBS John
son feels that he is big enough and
husky enough to defend hims'elw with
his dukes and thus1 caii afford to keep
a razor for the sole purpose of cutting
whiskers. But he could no more help
ilk ing water melons than he could forsake eating chicken. Therefore when
he learned that Ike Davis had received
four direct from Florida he cheerfully
forked up $2 each' for the toothsome
dainties, which weighed just 120
pounds. He bought his harmless, razor

I Ml- -

.
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American dance at Rosenthal hall
Hello!
Where are you golngt
tonight.
To the White Kitchen to get a good
25c meal. Home cooking. ' Open day
Announcements
of the commence
and night.
ment exercises of Loretto academy,
which will be held In the academy hall
Summer underwear exhibit of all on
the evening of June 18, have been
kinds. Talcum cloth and Balbrlggans, issued.
also for the athletic young man. See
Taichert's store, Douglas avenue.
.
The electric runabout owned by NaThe last dance of the season of the poleon Fontaine crashed through the
corMeadow City Dancing club will be fence on National avenue at the
Norof
the
end
west
ner
the
opposite
held tonight in tbe O. R. C. hall. A
Mr. and Mrs.
large crowd Is expected and there mal ground last evening.
Fontaine, who were In the car, were
will be a good time for all.
not hurt. The fence was torn down
the car slightly damaged.
iyid
The Meadow city
Camp of the
Royal Neighbors of America, will
A new postofflce has been estabhold its regular meeting tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock In the lished at Warren, Chavez county,
Woodmen hall on Sixth street. All with Roanna W. Robertson SB post
memhers are requested to be present master. John M. Gibson has been
appointed postmaster of Ogle; Joseph
The Las Vegas troop of Boy Scouts D. Allsup, Paolmas Springs; and Auswill go on a hike to the mountains tin R. Moses, Rock Island.
Saturday. The boys will leave the
Y. M. C. A. at 8 o'clock, returning
Harry Haskell, who has been emhome in time for supper. ,A. R. Mar- - ployed by Gross Kelly & Co. as bookwick, secretary of the Y. M. O. A., keeper for the' past several months,
will accompany the boys.
has resigned and will return to the
employ of the Santa Fe railroad, as
The honor scholarship in Denver ticket agent which position he occuUniversity offered to a student in pied previous to being employed by
the academic course of the New the wholesale dealers. Jesse Kipper,
Mexico Normal University with 15 the present ticket clerk, will be transstanard units, and who in the opinion ferred to Wagon Mound as depot
of the ' principal of the school, is agent. . Mr. Haskell will enter into
worthy, has been awarded to Philip his duties at the depot tomorrow and
Neri Sanchez. Mr. Sanchez was grad Mr. Kipper will go to Wagon Mound
uated from the academic course of Saturday.
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THE CASH GROCER

i.

guaranteed folding Canvas Cot for $1.50: Cash

III

SUFFERED

u. mmiA ULUIIILU

it

We will Sell you all this week a good

cot.

Sllsa Delia Mclntyre, who has been
for the past month, Is greatly Imable to be up and
proved, be!n

Coffee Advancing.

j

A

111

Sugar and Flour'Steady

J
ril I

HART

Try arara of Old Taylor bourbon
at tha Opera Bar.

avenue.

New Potatoes Declining

WHY RENT?

j

Tbe largest stock of summer underwear to keep cool at Taichert's,

Butter Declining

I..

LOCAL NEWS
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

"FOUr

era

CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

QUALITY

Noted For
PURITY CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

"The Store of Satisfaction"
121

EVERYBODY

READS THELAS VEGAS OPTIC

